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Foreword

The Thought Leadership Forum is more than just a conference. It is a learning process, which
includes preliminary research, structured software - supported brainstorming session bringing
together a relatively small but diverse group of Thought Leaders, an evening presentation and
discussions with a larger audience and finally the publication of the key findings in a White Paper.

The Overview

Companies have matured about the way they balance core and context within their business. In
the next five years, all companies will outsource part of their business or knowledge process,
production or information technology within or outside their value chain. It is no longer a question
of "if" a company should outsource, but a question of what to let go, when to let go, and how to
combine the best solutions and trusted partners to fulfill a wide variety of tasks.

It is clear to everyone that companies need to concentrate on those functions that they do best
in the areas where they add the most value and have the greatest skills – and rely on partners to
perform the other functions that are required to deliver products and services. While the move to
outsourcing began with manufacturing and supply chain, then on to IT and administrative tasks,
today some companies choose to work with a constellation of partners and suppliers not only to
save on internal costs, but also to create “satellites” where innovation is free to occur beyond the
daily business imperatives and administrative processes that often slow down growth.

The combinations of global market pressures are shifting outsourcing from an area of review for
the CTO to a required agenda item for the Board of Directors. Outsourcing is become a separate
item in annual reports and who you partner with and how you do it has a direct impact on
corporate governance - and if not handled correctly may become a high level reputation risk. The
key to successful and secure outsourcing agreements is to understand the related security and
privacy risks.

The Technology View

From a technology perspective, information technology will become a utility in the next five years.
This bold statement has been made by vendors and expert observers alike. Could this really
happen? Will utility computing be the final step to free companies of the complexity that hinders
the full integration of technological imperatives in modern business? What would be the impact
of such a major change to the structure of every IT department and every IT strategy at all levels
of business and industry and how would this affect productivity? Underlying the question of
“utility computing” or “IT as a commodity” is how this will affect not only the traditional view of IT
outsourcing but also of manufacturing, innovation and company growth in the future. 
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The Questions

Our Thought Leadership Forum debated a number of important issues raised by this eventuality,
keeping in mind that every company is unique in its experience with and understanding of
outsourcing.

Some of the key questions are:
• What is your number one concern when you think about outsourcing critical tasks, 

and what task would you never outsource?
• Is outsourcing an innovation driver or is it a complicated way to run your business?
• In your experience, has outsourcing offered you a competitive advantage?
• What parts of your business or knowledge process do you plan to outsource 

in the next 3 years?
• How will outsourcing affect your HR strategy in the years to come?

We are looking at the issue of Outsourcing to determine if it can not only save costs, but also if
it can drive innovation, understanding and integration of utility-based IT. We reviewed new ways
of working with knowledge, with co-opetition, and with selective sourcing service providers and
how to finely orchestrate this kind of complex and dense network.

The Format

Prior to the Thought Leadership Forum, a Thought Starter report providing background
information on the topic is commissioned and distributed to the participants. The Forum begins
with a structured brainstorming and scenario planning session bringing together Thought
Leaders focusing on the topic during the day. The Thought Leaders are decision-makers from
various sectors, backgrounds and with differing perspectives who are gathered to accelerate the
development of new and meaningful insights and ideas. Immediately following the Forum, the
results are analysed and presented and discussed with a larger evening audience. A second
round of analyses, including the evening discussion and their feedback, is completed and the
results are published in a White Paper.

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP FORUM
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The Results

Included in the results from the Forum are the following papers:

Interviews: A few Thought Leaders express their personal view on the topic.

Thought Starter : The purpose of this paper is to provide background research about the
topic and current trends. It was commissioned by First Tuesday Zurich, framed by IBM and
PricewaterhouseCoopers and written by Evalueserve .

White Paper: This paper is the key analysis of the results of the think tank and scenario planning
among the Thought Leaders and includes as well the input of the evening VIP audience.

Keynote: Transcript of the keynote address from Prof. Dr. Gunter Dueck IBM Global Services,
Chief Technologist, IBM Germany

Thanks

A very special thanks to our Presenting Partner, IBM, our Forum Partner, Evalueserve, and  our
Knowledge Partner, PricewaterhouseCoopers, who have enabled this important debate. Many
thanks as well to our Software Partner, groupVision, and our Media Partners, Financial Times and
Netzwoche.

We would like to extend our thanks to the Thought Leaders for their time and commitment.
Our appreciation also goes to Nicholas Walti of IBM and Ralf C. Schlaepfer of
PricewaterhouseCoopers for their contribution to the research and insight which formed the
foundations of the Forum.
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Thought Leaders

Name Title & Company Name

Armin Berchtold IBM, Switzerland

Stefan Buess BNS Group, CEO

Norbert Casaulta Bank Julius Bär, Senior Vice President, Head of Banking Operations

Hanne de Mora a-connect, Founder and Partner

Dr. Philippe de Vallière Zühlke Technology Group, CEO and Founder

Prof. Dr. Fritz Fahrni ETH Zurich & UNISG, Institute for Technology Management

Peter Friedli Friedli Corporate Finance AG, President

Kurt Haering EFSI AG, President

Christian Hildebrandt IBM Deutschland GmbH, Vice President Strategic Outsourcing

Stefan Regniet Active Sourcing AG, Managing Director

Dr. Raymond Saner Centre for Socio-Eco-Nomic Development, Director and Founder

Dr. Wolfgang Straub Advokaturbüro Deutsch & Wyss, Partner

Barbara Stupp Borderless Executive Search, Senior Partner

Pierre Théron Swiss Re, Member of Executive Team Life & Health, Head Strategy & Global Clients

Marc Vollenweider Evalueserve, CEO

Christian Wanner Le Shop, CEO

Dr. Jürg Werner V-Zug, Technical Director

Marco Zolin-Meyer ValueFirst Management Consulting Ltd., Senior Partner 

Keynote Presentation:

Prof. Dr. Gunter Dueck IBM, Distinguished Engineer, Chief Technologist, IBM Global

Facilitator:

Dr. Ralf C. Schlaepfer PwC, Partner, Strategy Advisory

Moderator:

Adrian Kohler First Tuesday Zurich

Executive Producer:

Maria Finders First Tuesday Zurich
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Armin Berchtold
IBM Switzerland

Armin Berchtold joined IBM Switzerland in January 1990, after obtaining his
economics degree from the University in St. Gallen (lic oec HSG) in 1989.
During his career with IBM Switzerland he has held several key jobs including
Client Manager for Key Accounts as well as Manager of Business Intelligence
Services within IBM Global Services. Between 1999 and 2002, Armin was on

special assignment at the IBM EMEA Headquarters in Paris where he assisted the EMEA Professional
Services Manager. From there he moved into a line management role within e-business Hosting
services in EMEA. Since March 2002 he has run the Strategic Outsourcing team for IBM Switzerland.

Stefan Buess
BNS Group, CEO 

The founder and current CEO of the BNS Group, Stefan Buess, is a pioneer
of the Call Center and Helpdesk market. He began his career at the age of 21
when he founded his company in 1997 and turned the BNS Group into the
leading Swiss contact center outsourcing service provider, currently employing
around 250 people. A turnover of more than CHF 20 m is expected in 2005. 

At the end of 2003 Stefan Buess was elected into the Board of the Swiss Contact Center Association
"CallNet.ch" as Vice President in charge of Information & Communication. He also represents
Switzerland in the European umbrella organization in this function as Vice President of the ECCCO.
Besides various association activities, Stefan Buess also works as a specialized editorial advisor to the
Swiss Contact Management Magazine and as a juror for the CAt Award (CH/A/D Call Center
Management Award). 

Before working in the BNS Group, Stefan Buess was responsible for the establishment and
subsequent development of the Internet Café Urania Zurich, as well as for diverse productions for a
Swiss private television company.

Stefan Buess was born in Zurich and still resides in the Zurich region.

Thought Leaders
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Norbert Casaulta
Bank Julius Bär & Co. Ltd, SVP, Head of Banking Operations

Norbert Casaulta has been working with Bank Julius Bär for the last 17 years.
He occupied various management positions within the Operations and IT area
and participated in several key projects in London and Zurich. He is currently
in charge of Banking Operations.

He obtained diploma as „Eidg.Dipl. Bankfachmann“ and as „Eidg.FAW
Wirtschaftsinformatiker“ and attended Executive programs at both the London Business School as well
as at the Kellogg Graduate School of Management at Northwestern University in Chicago.

He lives with his family in the canton of Aargau.

Hanne de Mora
a-connect ag, Co-founder and Chairperson

Hanne de Mora started her career in 1984 at Den Norske Creditbank in
Luxemburg as a credit analyst. After her MBA she joined Procter & Gamble in
Geneva and later moved to Stockholm. At P&G Hanne covered both financial
analysis and brand management. In 1989 Hanne de Mora joined McKinsey &
Company in Stockholm and transferred to McKinsey in Zurich 1995. Hanne
was elected to Partner one year later.

Since Spring 2002, Hanne has been building a-connect, a management service firm, that provides
talents management resources on a project basis to corporations.

Hanne de Mora also sits at the Board of Telenor, Tomra and Valora.

She graduated from HEC in Lausanne and the IESE in Barcelona and lives in Erlenbach, Switzerland.

Thought Leaders
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Dr. Philippe de Vallière
Zühlke Technology Group, CEO 

Philippe de Vallière has many years of executive experience in the consulting
industry. Most recently, he was elected CEO of the Zühlke Technology Group
in December 2000 and led the company successfully through a management
buy-out. 

In February 1995, Philippe de Vallière started with Zühlke Engineering AG as
a business unit manager for a software engineering group of 12 employees and successfully expanded
its activities on a national as well as international level until the end of 2000, the year he bought the
company with 10 partners. Zühlke is now an established name for high-quality software engineering in
Switzerland and Germany.

Prior to his entrepreneurial career, Philippe de Vallière was with Mettler-Toledo GmbH for more than 6
years as a development engineer.

He graduated from ETH Zürich as a chemical engineer, and lives with his family of 6 near Lenzburg,
Switzerland. 

Prof. Dr. Gunter Dueck
IBM Global Services, Chief Technologist

Prof. Dr. Gunter Dueck is an IBM Distinguished Engineer. Prior to joining IBM in the
year 1987, he was a professor for mathematics at the University of Bielefeld,
Germany. His fields of research include information theory, combinatorics,
optimisation and management theory. His theory of identification (invented with R.
Ahlswede) won the 1990 IEEE Prize Paper Award of the IEEE Information Theory

Society. Gunter Dueck worked for several years at the IBM Scientific Center as a researcher in optimisation and
he managed an upcoming business in this field. He founded the Business Intelligence Services (Data
Warehouses, Data Mining) for IBM Central Europe. Currently, he is working on strategy and cultural change of
IBM Global Services. Gunter Dueck is an IEEE Fellow, a member of the IBM Academy of Technology, and a
member of the boards of GI and DMV (German Society for Computer Science resp. German Society of
Mathematicians). He authored some satirical-philosophical books on humans, management and life (“Wild
Duck”, “E-Man”, “Omnisophie”, “Supramanie”).

Thought Leaders
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Prof. Dr. Fritz Fahrni
ETH Zurich & University of St. Gallen, Technology Management and
Entrepreneurship, Chairman of the Board

Fritz Fahrni was appointed Professor for Technology Management and
Entrepreneurship jointly between ETH Zurich and University of St. Gallen as of
October 1st, 1999. He chairs the Institute for Technology Management at the
University of St. Gallen (ITEM-HSG).

He was born in Winterthur. He graduated in 1966 in mechanical engineering from the Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology, Zurich. He holds a PhD (1970) from the Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago.
In 1980, he completed the Senior Management Program at the Harvard Business School. Before
joining Sulzer in 1976, he worked with NASA in the USA and Ciba-Geigy-Photochemistry in Fribourg.
Within Sulzer he had managerial positions in the gas turbine department as well as in the textile
machinery division. From 1988 until 1999 he was President and Chief Executive Officer of Sulzer Ltd.
Under his leadership, Sulzer changed from a traditional machinery manufacturer into an internationally
successful technology corporation.

His research activities are in technology management, especially innovation, quality and
entrepreneurship.He is Director on the Board of four international companies, in areas of information,
electrical and mechanical machinery, insurance as well as private equity. Furthermore, he is a Member
of the Swiss Science & Technology Council (SSTC) and of the Swiss Academy of Engineering
Sciences (SATW).

Peter Friedli
Friedli Corporate Finance AG, President 

Peter Friedli has been a principal of the investment banking firm Friedli
Corporate Finance, Inc. since 1986. Friedli Corporate Finance, Inc. is a
leading Swiss venture capital firm. 

Mr. Friedli has over 17 years of entrepreneurial experience as an independent
investment manager in venture capital and has specialized in high-tech investments predominantly
domiciled in the United States in the areas of biotechnology, communications, technology and internet.
He has held interests in more than 165 venture companies ranging from start-up to pre-IPO. Peter
Friedli possesses an active involvement in the management of a number of those companies and also
serves on several boards. He is President and Investment Manager of New Ventruetec, a Swiss publicly
traded venture investment company. Prior thereto, he worked in the field of international management
consulting for service and industrial companies in Europe and the United States.

Thought Leaders
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Kurt Haering
EFSI AG, President

Kurt Haering graduated from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich
in Electrical Engineering. He also completed postgraduate studies in
management, finance and marketing. He lives near Zurich.

Within his entrepreneurial career Kurt Haering held various executive positions
in international companies in the sectors communication and energy (Philips,

ITT, Autophon/Ascom und Landis & Gyr). Under his responsibility products and markets were
successfully developed. He was also responsible for international subsidiaries, and served as a
member of various Boards. He realized the Infosurance Foundation for protection of the critical
infrastructures in Switzerland. Today, Kurt Haering is President of EFSI AG, a consulting company for
sustainable growth in a changing environment.

Kurt Haering holds responsibility for the Office for Industry within the Federal Economic Defense
Organization and was in the Board of the Swiss Association of Electrical Engineering. He serves on the
Board of several industrial companies and supports an initiative for industrial innovation.

Christian Hildebrandt
IBM, Vice President Strategic Outsourcing

Christian Hildebrandt is Vice President IBM Strategic Outsourcing Central
Region. He was appointed to this position on October 1st, 2002. Prior to this,
Christian Hildebrandt was Vice President of Integrated Technology Services and
therewith responsible for sales, marketing and the operation of all hardware- and
software maintenance support performances as well as new IT infrastructure

services for customers.

After graduating and prior to his current position, he worked for several years in different sales positions
in the IBM branches of Munich, Wuerzburg and Augsburg. In 1993 he assumed the responsibility of
manager services of the business division manufacturing industry. One year later he became assistant
to the General Manager, IBM Services. Thereafter, he took on the position as director of Industry
Services at IBM in Stuttgart.

In the fall of 1995, Christian Hildebrandt moved to Paris and worked as Service Manager for the regions
of Europe, Middle East, Africa (EMEA). In January 1998, he became Brand Executive for Personal
Systems Group in Germany and then moved on as Director of Industries in Central Europe and later
Vice President.

Thought Leaders
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Stefan Regniet
Active Sourcing AG, Managing Director 

Stefan Regniet has two decades of broad experience in information technology
and more than ten years in IT-Outsourcing. 

He is founder and managing director of Active Sourcing AG in Zurich, an
independant advisory firm which is focussed on IT-Outsourcing and Insourcing
for local clients in Switzerland, Germany and Austria.

In the early 90’s he was member of the outsourcing engagement executives at IBM Switzerland, who
then signed some very early contracts with Swiss clients such as Sulzer and Novartis.

Later he joined EDS as member of the country management team heading the industry business
division „machinery and airline/transportation“.

In 2001 he moved to Wiesbaden, working for CSC Ploenzke AG and leading the outsourcing services
delivery organisation for Central Europe.

Dr. Raymond Saner
Centre for Socio-Eco-Nomic Development, Director & Founder

Dr Raymond Saner has 20 years of experience as a trainer and consultant. He
has worked as a consultant to the United Nations and its specialized agencies
and other intergovernmental organizations as well as for multinational
companies and enterprises in developing and transition economies.

Dr Saner teaches at the Centre of Economics and Business Administration at
the University of Basle, Switzerland, and conducts negotiation seminars for management executives
and diplomats in Asia, Europe and the Americas. 

Dr Saner’s academic record includes graduate studies in Switzerland, Germany and the USA. He has
authored numerous articles, edited books, chaired international conferences and served on committees
of academic organizations. He is an active member of the Academy of Management, the International
Institute of Administrative Sciences and the Society for the Advancement of Socio-Economics. 

Since 1993, Dr. Saner is also a Director of the Centre for Socio-Eco-Nomic Development, a NGRDO
(Non Governmental Research & Development Organisation) based in Geneva, Switzerland. At the
centre, he specializes in socio-economic research, reform of the public sector, capacity building for
trade, development and quality assurance and evaluation of training and development. 

Thought Leaders
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Dr. Ralf C. Schlaepfer
PwC, Partner, Strategy Advisory

Dr. Ralf C. Schlaepfer is head of the Strategy Advisory team of
Pricewaterhouse Coopers in Zurich and is responsible for the European
operations. Before joining PwC as a Partner, he was Managing Partner at “The
MAP Group AG” in Zurich. He is one of the founders of MAP Group AG, Map
Management Advisory Partner AG and A5 Ventures AG in Zurich. His areas of
expertise within consulting are business strategy business process optimization

and organizational development. 

After obtaining a masters degree in law and passing the bar exam, Dr. Schlaepfer co-founded a sporting
goods company and a travel agency. While working on his Ph.D. he ran a law office with focus on
corporate law. He gained first hand experience, with multinational enterprises, as head of business
development of a multinational restaurant, hotel and consumer goods group. Having acquired his MBA
from INSEAD, Fontainebleau, Dr. Schlaepfer was offered a consulting position in an international
management consulting company. Promoted to partner level, he was primarily responsible for strategy
projects, merger management and corporate development in Europe and the US.

Dr. Schlaepfer is a frequent speaker and moderator at conferences and publishes articles on strategy,
business design and structure. He serves in the Swiss military as a major and is a passionate sailor and
pilot.

Wolfgang Straub
Deutsch & Wyss, Partner

Wolfgang Straub is mainly advising information technology projects and
negotiating IT contracts. Since 1997, he is partner with a Berne based law firm.

In many national and international publications, Wolfgang Straub has treated
legal issues of the Information Society. His latest book deals with the legal side

of IT project management (Informatikrecht, Einführung in Softwareschutz, Projektverträge und Haftung,
vdf Hochschulverlag/Stämpfli Verlag 2004). He lectures information technology law at the Department
of Informatics of Fribourg University.

He holds a PhD from Basle University and a LL.M. in European and international economic law from
Geneva and Lausanne University. He has been admitted to the bar since 1994.

Thought Leaders
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Barbara Stupp
Borderless Executive Search, Senior Partner

Barbara Stupp has more than 10 years of experience in a variety of
management positions in the chemical industry, preceded by three years of
experience in retail management in Germany. Prior to joining Borderless
Executive Search, Barbara was responsible for the implementation of a pan-
European Customer Relationship Management program. In this context she
was responsible for the Order-to-Cash-Optimization program, implementation

of a pan European outsourced customer call center, cross functional implementation of SIEBEL and an
extranet Information and Ordering tool for customers.

Barbara's roles in the past also included Business Analysis, Pan-European Sale and Marketing
Management and Business Start up in the chemical industry. She has worked in Germany, Italy,
Denmark and Switzerland and has managed operations in Eastern Europe. Her experience in leading
multicultural teams through considerable change and in the management of virtual, global teams, has
given Barbara a fundamental understanding of today’s business challenges. 

Barbara holds a Masters in Business Administration from the University of Cologne and is an Alumni of
AIESEC. A German national married to a Hungarian, Barbara lives with her family in Switzerland and
speaks German, English and Italian.

At Borderless Executive Search Barbara is focusing on leadership roles in the chemical industry and
on the BPO sector.

Thought Leaders
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Pierre Théron
Swiss Re, Member of Executive Team Life & Health, Head Strategy & Global
Clients

Pierre Théron is a member of Swiss Re’s Life and Health Executive Board and
is the Head of Strategy and Global Clients for the Life and Health Business
Group. In addition to focusing on the development and execution of the
Business Group’s strategy, he is responsible for the relationship management

of key life and health global clients.    

Pierre is a Fellow of the Faculty of Actuaries in Edinburgh and a Fellow of the Institute of Actuaries of
Australia. He is a graduate of the University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa, with a
BSc (honours) degree in statistics and actuarial science.

Pierre first joined Swiss Re in South Africa in April 1987. He rejoined the company in Zurich in May
1998, after having spent seven years with a US consulting firm in New Zealand, Australia and eventually
as Managing Director responsible for the establishment of the Singapore operations. Pierre’s speciality
consulting areas were in the risk, finance and insurance practice group, with a focus on insurance and
privatisation consulting. 
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Marc Vollenweider
Evalueserve, CEO

Marc is CEO and founder of Evalueserve, a professional services company
providing 100% customized Primary and secondary business information and
intellectual property research and analysis to its over four hundred clients in
Europe and the US. Evalueserve provides Western-quality services at 50% of
Western cost from its Knowledge Center in India with over 100 knowledge

professionals. Prior to this, Marc was a Principal with McKinsey & Co. in Switzerland and India. He
spent two years in the Delhi office and was in charge of the McKinsey Knowledge Center, an internal
research operation providing services to McKinsey consultants worldwide. He was also actively
involved in both the financial services and the pharmaceuticals consulting practices in Switzerland and
India. 

Marc has an MBA from INSEAD, France and a Masters in Telecommunications from the Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology, Zurich.

Thought Leaders
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Christian D. Wanner
Le Shop, CEO

Christian Wanner (1970) kicked off LeShop.ch in 1997 with Alain Nicod. He
led the Marketing and Sales team prior to assuming overall responsibility for the
Swiss operations. Christian Wanner created his first IS management consulting
firm at the age of 19, during his studies. Before joining LeShop.ch, he worked
with Procter & Gamble in Geneva where he gained experience in finance,

advertising and brand management of consumer goods in the Health & Beauty Care Division.

Christian Wanner holds a degree in Macro Economics from the HEC Lausanne. After spending 18
years in Latin America, he is fluent in French, English, German, Spanish and Portuguese.
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Dr. Jürg Werner 
V-Zug, Director R&D, Member of the Executive Board

Jürg Werner graduated as an electrical and electronic engineer from the Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich. He also holds a PhD in
technical sciences from the ETH and has supplemented his skills in business
management at the HWV in Lucerne, Switzerland.

At the beginning of his professional career, he worked in research on
semiconductors, photonics and optoelectronics, first at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology and
later with Bell Communications Research Inc. (formerly Bell Labs) in New Jersey, USA. After more than
eight years of experience in research, he moved into industrial development where he worked as project
leader, development engineer and manager of development departments. Since 1996, he holds the
position of R&D Director and is a member of the executive board of V-ZUG, Zug.

He lives with his wife and two children in Hedingen, Switzerland.

Thought Leaders
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Marco Zolin-Meyer
ValueFirst Management Consulting Ltd., Senior Partner

Marco Zolin-Meyer graduated as dipl. Ing. ETH, followed by a MBA at the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich. He started his career as Sales
Representative of IBM Switzerland , and later assumed responsibility for the
Partner Business of AT&T Switzerland. To round off his broad industry
experience he joined The Boston Consulting Group, acquiring sound project

experience across a large number of topics and industries, both national and international. In 2000,
after heading the Financial Services Division of another international consulting firm, he founded
ValueFirst Management Consulting Ltd (VFMC). VFMC supports its clients in strategy, BPR, corporate
culture, IT optimization and strategic controlling pragmatically combining its extensive line and sound
consulting experience.

In the past Marco Zolin-Meyer was responsible for numerous IT optimizations and outsourcing client
projects.
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Interview – Thought Leader

Prof. Dr. Gunter Dueck is an IBM Distinguished Engineer. Prior to joining
IBM in 1987, he was a professor of mathematics at the University of
Bielefeld, Germany. His fields of research include information theory,
combinatorics, optimization and management theory. His “theory of
identification” (invented with R. Ahlswede) won the 1990 IEEE Prize Paper
Award of the IEEE Information Theory Society. Dueck worked for several
years at the IBM Scientific Center as a researcher in optimization and he

managed a fast-rising business in this field. He then founded the Business Intelligence
Services (Data Warehouses, Data Mining) for IBM Central Europe. Currently, he is working
as a Chief Technologist on the strategy and cultural change of IBM Global Services. He has
also authored four satirical-philosophical books on humans, management and life: “Wild
Duck," "E-Man," "Omnisophie" and "Supramanie.” 

Outsourcing and Innovation are highly popular buzzwords right now. How do you see these
ideas relate to each other within today's business climate?
These two words describe two very different directions of thinking: Innovation is about finding
new products or new businesses; outsourcing is about finding someone who can do your
business better than you can do it yourself. The common theme is achieving excellence. But
the innovator paves his own way to a new excellence, while the outsourcer buys excellence
from outside.

Outsourcing is often viewed primarily as a way to cut costs. Is the reality more complex than that? 
The primary idea of outsourcing is to buy excellence - particularly in areas that lie far from your
own "core" business – but producing things in a less expensive way is only one tiny aspect
of excellence. Many people engaged in outsourcing deals forget about this nuance. Thus they
tend to lower the quality level expected from the outsourced part of the business to save even
more money. But in the long run, this approach to outsourcing may lead to lower and lower
quality, and then in the end to an infection of your core business. To avoid that, companies
should instead use outsourcing with the mindset of building up end-to-end quality throughout
the whole business. 

Do you see a potential for outsourcing to be taken too far, along the lines of what happened
when the new emphasis on One-to-One marketing led to soulless call centers? 
That's a good example of what could happen. Last week, for instance, someone called me to
make an appointment at my home. I asked "Why? What for?" The answer was "I don't know.
You're on my call list. I'm working for many companies. I'm just calling down the list." A
customer relationship isn't just a process. Companies should beware, because outsourcing
for the sake of cost-cutting often just leads to precisely such a “processization.” If you
outsource the client relationship, everything may end up in a standardized customer-
administration process no better than an incapable call centre, the end-of-a-downward-spiral
phase for quality. 
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Interview – Thought Leader

Your speech suggested companies often misjudge their core business. Why is that? 
Most people think that their core business is either the traditional part or the most profitable
part of the company activities. For example, they think: Banking is all about money. Not in my
opinion! Banking is about trust, service, and aiding me in my private affairs. So maybe the
banks could administer health services, help in the governmental administration or issue
identity cards, because all those activities fall within the area of establishing and maintaining trust.

Much depends on the mental attitude in place when you define your “core” business. This is
not a simple process. I preach this all the time: Please, when you decide to think about your
future, lay aside your mental preconceptions for a week or so - do not just try to do this in five
minutes of supervised brain storming during a large meeting.

Do you see outsourcing as part of a larger social tendency toward pick-and-choose, mix-
and-match buying patterns?
Yes, there is a clear tendency among consumers to buy either highly standardized products
or luxury items. So it comes down to the Aldi model or the Globus model. One is excellence
on the cost side, one is excellence in lifestyle attributes. Most cost cutting approaches mean
that the companies involved lose their identity (although Aldi does not). But if you lose your
identity, your products become a commodity! So I think in the near future we'll really need to
have a revived discussion on identity. The pivotal question will be: Can you stay unique and
outsource at the same time?
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Interview – Thought Leader

Dr. Ralf C. Schlaepfer heads the Strategy Advisory team of
Pricewaterhouse Coopers in Zurich, responsible for European operations.
Before joining PwC as a Partner, he was Managing Partner at The MAP
Group AG in Zurich and co-founded MAP Group AG, Map Management
Advisory Partner AG and A5 Ventures AG in Zurich. His areas of expertise
within consulting are business strategy, business process optimization and
organizational development.

Originally, people outsourced manual labor or tasks like data entry. Now outsourcing is being
used for more complex jobs like financial analysis. That makes some people nervous. Is that
anxiety justified?
Not really. What counts is that the company understands what they are doing best and where
they add value. So, for some companies it is suitable to outsource manufacturing. Others
might outsource knowledge tasks. I think in every country there will be things that the locals
are best at, so a lot depends where a corporation is headquartered.

How do you see outsourcing changing in the next 5 to 10 years? 
I think a completely new notion of outsourcing will evolve. After starting out as a narrowly IT-
based issue, looking toward the future we are talking about outsourcing as part of the
process of creating new value chains. That will happen by disintegrating existing companies
and building up a new sort of company or even new industries altogether. Within those
companies a lot of the success will come down to the people involved - they have to agree
on the new sort of animal that they are trying to create.

What are some examples of industries now outsourcing work that was previously considered
a core competency?
The best-known are the automotive sector, where the companies that started out as builders
of cars are now branders of cars, and the pharmaceutical companies, which started out
mixing chemicals and now are primarily very powerful marketing organizations with large
global sales forces. Very important pieces of their old value chain are absent from those
companies today.

In terms of outsourcing strategically, what is the main issue to be considered in choosing
which elements of the value chain to keep in-house?
A company planning to source work out needs to ensure that it is not a very specialized task.
If there is only one supplier who can provide that service, becoming dependent upon them
would be a disaster. So you want to make sure that there is the possibility of multiple
sourcing, or at least dual sourcing, for such services. And if your analysis reveals that your
company is the only one performing this service, then instead of outsourcing it you should go
the other direction altogether and think seriously about building up the field strategically as a
new line of business.
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Interview – Thought Leader

Christian Wanner, 34, started the online grocery LeShop.ch in 1997 with
Alain Nicod. He led the company’s Marketing and Sales team prior to
assuming overall responsibility for the Swiss operations as CEO in 2000.
Wanner created his first IT development and management consulting firm
at the age of 19, during his studies at the University of Lausanne. He holds
a degree in Macroeconomics from the HEC Lausanne and before founding
LeShop.ch worked for 4 years with Procter & Gamble in Geneva, gaining

experience in corporate finance, advertising and brand management of consumer goods.

You started LeShop at a time when extensive outsourcing was just becoming a more popular
idea. What was your outlook on outsourcing in the beginning?
Because we jumped in to pioneer a totally new domain, where the value chain is pretty long
from technology to logistics, LeShop was forced to outsource quite a bit. We decided to keep
consumer understanding and software conceptualization in-house, but we outsourced
software coding and all the logistics, which for us starts with building up the customer’s order
and then includes everything up to delivery at their door. As we advanced in our project,
however, we realized that we were paying other people—quite expensively—to learn skills
that would eventually be part of our core business. So we brought those roles in-house.

Was it difficult to reclaim those tasks? 
In IT, it was a choice, so there we simply hired the consultants with whom we had been
working, which cut the IT bill in two. But with logistics we didn’t have a choice; we were
forced to make that move because our outsourcing partner was not developing the skill sets
that we needed, and not delivering what we wanted. The work for LeShop was not part of his
core business and he was treating it as a distraction not a priority. So we terminated the
contract, and then we had just four months to build our warehouse, set up logistics, create
Enterprise Resource Planning systems and so forth.

As the company grows, how do you see the role of outsourcing changing?
I think today it’s the natural tendency to start with a lot of outsourcing. Then you stabilize your
model after discovering what you really want to do and should be doing—so next you in-
source to acquire the knowledge and keep the power. But as the company grows you become
too big or too “inbred” to innovate fast enough, and also you feel secure enough to release
some control. So you outsource again - we’re starting to hit that stage with IT for LeShop.
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Interview – Thought Leader

Armin Berchtold joined IBM Switzerland in January 1990, after obtaining
his economics degree from the University in St. Gallen (lic oec HSG) in
1989. During his career with IBM Switzerland he has held several key jobs
including Client Manager for Key Accounts as well as Manager of
Business Intelligence Services within IBM Global Services. Between 1999
and 2002, Armin was on special assignment at the IBM EMEA
Headquarters in Paris where he assisted the EMEA Professional Services

Manager. From there he moved into a line management role within e-business Hosting
services in EMEA. Since March 2002 he has run the Strategic Outsourcing team for IBM
Switzerland.

IBM has been in the news lately for its on-demand computing initiatives. Can you describe
how this relates to outsourcing?
At IBM we have a history of providing outsourcing services for our customers that goes back
almost 15 years. It started with normal IT outsourcing. Then you had new components like
AMS coming onto the agenda. And now over the last two years we have the addition of on-
demand computing as one of our focus areas. So for us, it has been a journey, evolving over time.
Today’s customer really wants cost control and on-demand delivery for their services.
Because their usage can differ strongly over time; many have huge year-end demand, but the
rest of the year the hardware is standing around unused. That’s where the utility computing
model has advantages, because without it the customer has to invest in the hardware and
software necessary to meet their maximum needs. With utility computing the customer pays
as they go.

Where is the initiative most successful so far?
In the beginning, the industrial and pharmaceutical sector were early adopters of this model,
but in the past few years, we’ve seen that finance is now reaching this point, including
corporations such as Deutsche Bank and major insurance companies. In the future, I fully
expect that government will also turn in this direction.
In almost any sector, this model can be quite attractive. The IBM Institute for Business Value’s
research says that every marketplace has four main drivers: Darwinistic competition;
changing environments; cost reduction; and security concerns. With our on-demand model
we can address all these issues, because it helps them focus on core business, allows
flexibility and lets the company take advantage of IBM’s security investments. 

What are the emotional issues faced with going to a utility computing model?
At an emotional level, a lot of customers have fears about losing control. And at the end of
the day, there is some truth there. But it has many advantages as well. It really depends on
the attitudes and situation of the customers. If running IT is not their core competence and
their business objective is elsewhere, then giving away control of the IT is not that hard.
Also, keep in mind that utility computing does not always mean having the hardware offsite;
a big enough company can share resources internally. But even with people using IBM’s Data
Centers to handle computing, the virtualization possible today makes it a very normal sort of
transition. It just has to have a clear project plan and clear ownership.
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01. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The beginning of outsourcing can be traced back to its emergence in the manufacturing sector
in the 1980s. Started as a cost-saving measure, it was soon accepted by other industries such
as IT, pharmaceuticals, healthcare, financial services etc., which recognised its usefulness as a
sound business proposition. With the passage of time and development of a new business
outlook, outsourcing service providers are being viewed as strategic partners who can help
companies in improving their overall business operations.

In the simplest terms, outsourcing can be defined as an arrangement in which one company
provides services, which could have been done in-house, to another company. More and more
companies are opting for outsourcing as it delivers advantages such as expanding geographic
reach, more proficient skill leverage and better process improvement. Thus, in today’s
competitive business environment, it has emerged from being a support function to a strategic
move.

With the passage of time, new paradigms of outsourcing, comprising concepts such as co-
opetition and utility computing, have emerged. Co-opetition is a combination of co-operation and
competition, and brings business competitors to work together to achieve profitability. Utility
computing involves offering of computing resources and infrastructure management services
according to the specific needs of the customers – or “on-demand”; the service provider charges
them on the basis of usage.  

Outsourcing endeavours have gained more importance with business decision-makers as they
can be leveraged for competitive advantage. By outsourcing their non-core functions, companies
can focus better on their core functional areas. Any organisation can opt for outsourcing after
evaluating certain parameters such as whether outsourcing will be profitable; how the profitability
would be affected if the same task were done in-house; and so on. Companies contemplating
outsourcing should weigh all the pros and cons of this important step in their business strategy
and also assess risk, based on the risk-return reward profile they expect from outsourcing any
activity.

While choosing an outsourcing partner, companies have to handle a number of operational, legal
and social issues. They also have to deal with various culture and business related issues while
dealing with their outsourcing partner or partners (when it comes to selective sourcing). 

Today, the trend in the outsourcing industry is split in the way the future of this industry is viewed.
Some companies tend in favour of operating dedicated BPO centres at favourable locations.
India stands as the leader of the outsourcing industry, followed by China and Russia. Other
countries, such as Vietnam, Philippines and Israel, are also moving towards becoming coveted
outsourcing destinations. Others choose to try new, and bolder strategies closer to home, which
imply selective sourcing. This means working with a group of service providers based on task
and project, or, in the case of IT outsourcing, working with the new dynamics of utility computing.
Utility computing allows a more flexible way of dealing with complex functions, without having to
break down regular business processes in a radical way. Both trends present their own
challenges. 
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02. OUTSOURCING

2.1 OUTSOURCING: AN OVERVIEW

Outsourcing can be broadly defined as the delegation of tasks from an internal production unit to
an external entity. It may involve transfer of a significant amount of management control to the
supplier or external entity to whom the work is transferred. Merely buying products and services
from a provider cannot be termed as outsourcing. Outsourcing always involves a considerable
degree of two-way information exchange, co-ordination, and trust between the partners. 

Outsourcing generally begins with top-down recognition of the fact that business dynamics are
changing in the contemporary global economy. This changed scenario calls for a dramatic
modification aimed at success and improved leadership. Successful companies often link
strategic planning, annual budgeting, and corporate-wide cost reduction and re-engineering
efforts to outsourcing decisions. 

Some experts predict that by 2008, the outsourcing industry is expected to be worth US$310
billion; of this, US$62 billion will be contributed by the offshore outsourcing industry (outsourcing
work to a company, which operates outside the parent country). Figure 1 depicts the total
forecast value of the global outsourcing market over 2001-08.

Figure 1: Growth Predictions for the Global Outsourcing Market

Source: Gartner Dataquest, 2003
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2.2 OUTSOURCING RELATED TERMS

2.2.1 Co-opetition
Co-opetition is a business strategy that combines the advantages of co-operation and
competition. It is based on the fact that business competitors can benefit by working together, as
they can jointly create a larger and more valuable market than they could by working individually.

2.2.2 Core competency
Core competency can be defined as a core area in which a company can perform better than its
competitors. A company can have competency in anything – from product development to
employee dedication. If core competency yields long-term advantages for a company, it is said to
be a sustainable competitive advantage. E.g., Honda has an expertise in engines and it exploits
its core competency to develop a variety of products – from lawn movers to trucks and
automobiles.

2.2.3 Utility computing
Utility computing is a model in which a service provider provides computing resources and
infrastructure management services to the customer. Service provider charges users for specific
usage rather than soliciting a flat rate. Like other forms of on-demand computing, such as grid
computing, the utility model seeks to maximise the efficient use of resources and/or minimise the
associated costs. 

2.3 EVOLUTION OF OUTSOURCING

In 1980s, when outsourcing began to gain popularity, mainly in the manufacturing sector, no one
had estimated the extent and pace of its development. Also, in the initial stages, the importance
of the role that it would play in an increasingly complex business environment was beyond
assessment.

Historically, it was viewed as a strategic lever for improving a company’s performance and
keeping a check on costs. However, it is currently considered a vital management tool for
business innovation, global expansion and for achieving competitive advantage. It is valued as a
means of developing new and more efficient business initiatives, products, technologies,
operational processes and customer services.

In the past, the main drivers for outsourcing business activities were cost-effectiveness and
streamlining of processes. With the change in market conditions and development of highly
competitive environment, new areas of outsourcing that have come up are strategic and
transformational in nature, which can deeply affect corporate governance and financial and
administration management. The emphasis on outsourcing in these areas is primarily due to the
demand for highly skilled resources and up-to-date professionals; resources that only a few
establishments possess within their own organisational set-up. Figure 2 depicts the three
generations of the outsourcing industry. 
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Figure 2: Generations of Outsourcing

Source: Evalueserve analysis

2.4 NEW OUTSOURCING PARADIGMS

2.4.1 Utility computing: impact on outsourcing
Utility computing is an extension of outsourcing activities to the domain of information technology
infrastructure services. Utility computing can be contrasted with conventional outsourcing in the
following ways:

• Utility computing considers the user’s specific needs, compared to the outsourcing 
models, which begin with existing IT infrastructure and try to improvise it for the user 
after getting a contract.

• Utility computing is on-demand IT-based functionality, whereas an outsourcing model is 
an IT resource, infrastructure or application available for lease.

• Utility computing does not involve any fixed costs and charges are on the basis of usage. 
This is in contrast to investments made to align operations of both parties involved in an 
outsourcing arrangement.

The most compelling benefit of utility computing is increased responsiveness, since the vendor
delivers the functionality specifically desired by the user and at the time they need it. Also, the
barriers to switching between service providers reduce considerably in utility computing. This
makes the service providers significantly more responsive than internal IT departments and
outsourcers.
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Objective

Key Points

1980                                       1990                                         2000      Present

Solved business specific
problems

• Addressed lack of financial
resources, inadequate 
internal managerial 
competence and 
dealt with reduction of 
headcount

• Accompanied large-scale 
corporate restructuring

• Focussed on ‘contract’ 
by constructing the right 
contract and holding the 
vendor to it

• Procured better service 
for less capital investment 
and management time 

Build strategic relationships

• The nature of relationships 
matured from one between
buyer and supplier to one 
between business partners

• Instead of working with a 
large number of vendors, 
corporations began 
working with a smaller 
number of best-in-class 
integrated service 
providers to build 
long-term value 

• Focussed on redefining 
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the core activities from the 
non-core ones

Creates interdependencies
to bring innovation

• Real power of outsourcing 
lies in the innovation that 
outside specialists bring 
to businesses

• Changes the definition of 
the business by opening 
new markets, creating 
new products and 
delivering them to 
new customers

• Managers outsource 
relationships as a way to 
invest in the future of 
their firm
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Outsourcing
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2.4.2 Co-opetition: impact on outsourcing
Not too long ago, business competitors were considered ‘the enemy’ to be defeated, dominated
and eliminated. With the change in attitude towards business management, a number of business
alliances take place between competitors. These are often driven by the need to:

• Reduce risks involved in the development of new technology
• Open new markets
• Supply a mutual customer with compatible products and services.

According to EIU Global Executive Survey by business consulting company Anderson
Consulting, the proportion of the business conducted through alliances will reach 30% by 2005; by
2010 it will reach 40%.1

Several reasons are responsible for the emergence of this new trend in business management.
The advantages of alliances, compared to mergers and acquisitions, are the following:

• Alliances are more flexible
• They are less risky and require less investment
• They drain fewer resources
• They enable stretching of financial, managerial and technical resources

The largest disadvantage of forming an alliance or adopting co-opetition is the lack of control, but
even that can be overcome through alignment, co-ordination, creative adaptations and
empowered and measured systems.

Table 1 details the various key factors, which can bring success or failure to any alliance.

Table 1: Key Success/Failure Factors 

Source: http://www.hmbc.org/stac/resources/staccasestudymaterials.pdf
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SUCCESS FACTORS FAILURE FACTORS

• Good strategic co-operation

• Maintenance of chemistry between partners

• Selection of the right partner with compatible culture

• Creation of best values in the eyes of customers

• Commitment to long-term relationships

• Low commitment

• Poor operational planning

• Strategic weakness – diverging strategies

• Poor adaptability – rigidity

• More focus 

1: http://www.hmbc.org/stac/resources/staccasestudymaterials.pdf
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03. WHY, WHAT AND WHEN OF OUTSOURCING

3.1 WHY TO OUTSOURCE?

Besides the cost factor, the following are the main reasons for a business to consider
outsourcing:

• The outsourcer can focus more on leveraging its core competencies to increase the 
performance of its core business line.

• The outsourcing company gains access to the knowledge offered by various experts.
• The company can provide best-in-class performance levels to its customers, which in 

turn strengthens its relationships with them.
• It helps in redirecting a company’s capital.
• It provides a competitive advantage to the outsourcer by the utilisation of the latest 

technology.
• It eliminates the need to recruit, train and retain staff in the non-core functions.
• It leads to sharing of resources between the outsourcer and outsourcing service provider.

3.2 WHAT TO OUTSOURCE?

Outsourced services can be classified into three main categories: Technology, Operations and
Logistics.

3.2.1 Technology services

Table 2: Table 2: Outsourced Services
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OUTSOURCING AT PRESENT OUTSOURCING IN THE FUTURE

• Electronic commerce

• IT infrastructure

• Software applications

• Telecommunication services

• Website development and hosting

• Client/server

• Networks

• Desktop systems

• End-user support

• Full IT outsourcing



3.2.2 Operations

3.2.3 Logistic

Source: Evalueserve Analysis
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OUTSOURCING AT PRESENT OUTSOURCING IN THE FUTURE

ADMINISTRATION

• Printing and reprographics
• E-mail services
• Consulting and training

CUSTOMER SERVICE

• Field service
• Field service dispatch
• Telephone customer support

FINANCE

• Payroll processing
• Purchasing
• Transaction processing
• General accounting

HUMAN RESOURCES

• Relocation
• Workers compensation
• Recruiting/staffing

REAL ESTATE AND PHYSICAL PLANTS

• Food and cafeteria services
• Facilities maintenance
• Security

SALES AND MARKETING

• Direct mail
• Advertising
• Telemarketing

• Records management
• Administrative information systems
• Supply/inventory

• Customer service information systems

• Tax calculations

• Consulting and training
• Human resource information systems

• Facilities management
• Facilities information systems

• Reservation and sales operations
• Field sales

OUTSOURCING AT PRESENT OUTSOURCING IN THE FUTURE

DISTRIBUTION

• Freight audit
• Freight brokering
• Leasing

TRANSPORTATION

• Fleet management
• Fleet operations
• Fleet maintenance

• Warehousing
• Information systems
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3.3 WHEN TO OUTSOURCE?

Outsourcing acts as a strategic tool in making a business more productive and profitable, only if
the outsourcer knows when to go for it. The following criteria should be taken into account while
deciding whether the time and situation are right for outsourcing:

• Whether the activity to be outsourced is central to generating profits or for the competitive 
success of the company

• If the job is a routine activity and outsourcing it will amount to wastage of valuable time and 
energy of the company

• If the task is a temporary activity and recurs in cycles
• It would be less expensive to get it done from outside, than doing it in-house
• If the activity can be done in-house with low cost involvement, but it will drain essential 

resources that could be better used elsewhere
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04. RISKS OF OUTSOURCING

• Cost-reduction expectations: Most executives assume that the difference in the cost of 
labour will yield high savings instantaneously. For e.g., they expect that work done by a 
full-time employee in India will cost 40% less in the very first year. At the same time, 
however, they fail to consider the hidden costs and the differences in operating models 
of companies in the two regions.

However, most IT organisations that resort to outsourcing save 15-25% during the first year; by
the third year, the cost savings reach 35-40% as companies go up the learning curve for offshore
outsourcing and modify operations to align to an offshore model.2

• Data security and protection: Outsourcing involves risks related to security practises – 
i.e., outsourcing without proper safety measures might lead to security breaks 
and infringement of intellectual property rights, etc.

• Misuse of business knowledge: Moving business knowledge outside the company can 
be construed as compromising with company practices.

• Partnership failures: Sometimes, a partnership might fail to deliver in spite of the 
best intentions and contracts.

• Fluctuating project costs: There is nothing called a fixed-price in any outsourcing contract. 
All contracts contain baselines and assumptions. Usually, the client has to pay the 
difference if the actual work varies from the estimates. 

Most projects change by 10% to 15% during the development cycle.2

• Government regulations: Vendors need to comply with government regulations and are 
accountable during audits. The issue of transparency is becoming more significant as 
requirements such as the USA PATRIOT Act and the Sarbanes-Oxley Act place greater 
burdens of accountability on all American corporations.

• Cultural differences: Employing people from diverse cultural backgrounds and expecting 
them to function as a completely balanced team might not be practical. Differences in 
religions and language might affect when going for offshore outsourcing. 

• Effort required in knowledge transfer: The time and effort involved in the transfer of 
knowledge to the service provider is rarely accounted for. It has been observed that 
organisations experience a 20% decline in productivity during the first year of outsourcing, 
largely due to time spent in transferring both technical and business knowledge to 
the vendor.

4.1 ASSESSING RISKS

In any outsourcing initiative, companies can use three major variables to diversify outsourcing
risk: geography, system development lifecycle and business process, depending on the form of
outsourcing being considered. Companies should use a combination of these variables while
assessing risks and returns. Based on the assessment, companies can design an application
portfolio to match their desired risk-reward profile. Figure 3 depicts the different scenarios in which
diversification of service delivery geographies can lead to a better overall risk-return portfolio. 
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Figure 3: Diversification of Service Delivery Geographies

Source: http://www.darwinmag.com/read/060103/risk.html

In the above figure, for a usual business scenario where a company wants to avoid risk and is
ready to compromise on returns, the company should adopt the 100% onshoring model of
business process. For an aggressive scenario, where the company is ready to take high risks in
return for high returns, it should go for the maximum offshoring-minimum onshoring model.
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05. PROS AND CONS OF OUTSOURCING

Some of the advantages and disadvantages of outsourcing are summarised below:

5.1 PROS

• Improved focus on core business: Outsourcing of support functions allows companies 
to focus on their core business areas. By adopting outsourcing, companies can focus 
on providing better products and services to their customers.

• Cost saving: Outsourcing companies benefit from the employment of low-cost skilled labour, 
which results in cost saving.

• Improved efficiency: Organisations benefit from the expertise and best practices provided 
by outsourcing service providers; this can result in more streamlined and efficient operations.

• Reduced cost base: Outsourcing helps companies to reduce their fixed cost base by only 
investing in core areas.

• Improved geographical reach: Outsourcing helps companies to provide global support for 
its products and services.

5.2 CONS

• Compromise on quality: Companies might loose control on quality of the outsourced 
processes.

• Political instability: Unstable political and economic environment in the service provider’s
country might result in disruption of services and heavy loses.

• Internal resistance: Outsourcing companies might have to face resistance from its staff, 
who may see outsourcing as a form of downsizing, unless its benefits have been 
properly communicated.

• Possible misuse of intangible assets: There is always a possibility of misuse of the intangible 
assets of a company, such as brand name and intellectual property rights, as some 
outsourcing countries might not have the requisite legal infrastructure to deal with related 
complex issues.

• Additonal liabilities: Some European countries have strict labour laws, which may put 
additional liabilities on the outsourcing companies.

• Hidden competition: There is always the risk of the outsourcing service provider creating 
a gray market for its client’s products.
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06. ISSUES FACED IN OUTSOURCING

6.1 OPERATIONAL ISSUES

Outsourcing decisions always involve a change in the process flow of an organisation. While
contemplating outsourcing, the management of a company needs to review a range of issues in
deciding whether to outsource, and how and how much to outsource. Some of the typical
operational issues involved in such decisions are:

• Proper integration of outsourcing processes with an organisation’s other in-house and/or 
outsourced business processes

• Expected cost savings from outsourcing, including savings in process cost and avoidance 
of expenses on the basis of explicit cost analysis

• Viability and reputation of the service provider
• Aligning the scope of the outsourcing contract to the anticipated needs of the company
• Flexibility of the outsourcing contract as to the scope, duration, and termination as well as 

intellectual property, future pricing, and future services
• Managing problems resulting from political, economic, or any other unforeseen risks with 

the outsourcing service provider
• Other enterprise-specific considerations concerning the economic risks of transferring 

certain functions to the service provider
• Effect of outsourcing on other infrastructure strategies, such as mergers and acquisitions, 

divestitures, spin-offs, split-offs, bankruptcy reorganisation, strategic alliances, 
joint ventures, and other special situations

6.2 LEGAL ISSUES

The legal issues involved in an outsourcing arrangement are discussed below:

• Protecting organisation’s intellectual property: Intellectual property is one of the most 
important assets in today’s economy. An outsourcing company must protect its 
intellectual property. 
The types of intellectual property that need to be protected while considering any 
outsourcing agreement include:

– Copyrights
– Moral rights
– Patents
– Trademarks
– Trade secrets
– Knowledge management

• Protecting interests of transferred employees: In some countries, employees have ‘acquired 
rights’ that effectively prevent the outsourcer from reducing the title, benefits and 
emoluments of employees. An outsourcing agreement might often involve transferring 
some employees from one employer to another. Issues related to such transferred 
employees must be resolved while outsourcing.
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• Taxation issues: Outsourcing parties need to clearly structure their tax rules, especially 
when external service providers and their customers share their facilities, equipment 
and other enterprise assets. The key issues to be considered are:
– Allocation of tax liability
– Clear demarcation of the roles that the parties will play when a tax audit occurs, 

and when taxing authorities act adversely to one or the other of the parties
• Clear compliance procedures: Both the service provider and client should have 

Service Level Agreements (SLAs) that should clearly define:
– The vendor's responsibilities under the contract
– Detailed performance requirements and time frames to complete each performance 

milestone
– Staff, equipment, and know-how to be provided by client to the vendor to enable it to 

perform its services
• Clear procedures for dispute resolution: Parties involved in outsourcing must clearly 

define a series of processes, governance principles and procedures to manage conflict 
and mitigate its impact on the smooth operation of the enterprise. Some of the dispute 
resolution processes are:
– Face-to-face discussions
– Mediation
– Arbitration
– Litigation

• Risk of bankruptcy: The possibility of a bankruptcy is a legal risk that affects customers, 
service providers, their respective employees and their respective supply chains, including 
subcontractors and indirect customers

• Other issues: To achieve the potential benefits of international outsourcing, enterprises 
and their service providers need to bridge the corresponding cross-border differences. 
These include differences in business and social culture, language, political situations, 
legal systems, regulation of business transactions and data flows, taxation, financial 
systems, currencies, logistical infrastructures, time zones, distances and dispute 
resolution processes.

6.2.1 Impact of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act on outsourcing
In the latter half of 2002, finance and accounting outsourcing took an unexpected turn due to the
enactment of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 2002 in the US. It imposed new rules regarding a
company's financial integrity and its public disclosure of auditing practices. The law affects US
companies and any multinational company doing business in the US that has to file SEC reports.
Major public companies are required to comply with these requirements starting their fiscal year
ending on or after November 15, 2004.

The law requires that senior management personally verify the authenticity of company accounts.
It also prohibits consulting practices that bring about conflicts of interest. The law impacts the
practice of outsourcing internal audit functions, especially if they are bundled with other financial
and auditing functions, to one provider.
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6.2.2 Impact of the Basel II Capital Accord on outsourcing
The Basel II Capital Accord imposes strict and complex capital requirements upon financial
services to support operational risk. Financial services companies need to reduce the size of their
businesses or increase their capital (raise equity) in order to reduce their operational risk capital
and increase the amount of capital available to support their core business. This change affects
their entire business and produces a significant efficiency improvement throughout the financial
services industry.

The following are the possible impacts of Basel II on outsourcing:

• Increase in the amount of outsourcing in the financial services industry
• Decrease in the value of infrastructure services and increase in the value of business 

process services associated to this vertical
• Cause financial services companies to outsource for competitive advantage, rather than 

to drive cost savings
• Drive upgrades to reporting and monitoring tools for the financial services industry
• Focus services vendors away from disaster recovery and toward business continuity
• Encourage consolidation in the financial services industry

6.3 SOCIAL ISSUES

Companies outsource to reduce cost and remain competitive. However, it often results in the loss
of jobs in the outsourcing country and might create short-term disruption for employees. 

Steps to be taken to minimise the impact of outsourcing:

• Adoption of action plans to address the problem of job-deficit
• Providing of a wide and strong social safety net
• Job creation strategies to meet pressing social needs with available skills
• Adoption of effective tax policies to bring about downward redistribution of wealth
• Restoration of workers’ bargaining power through public policies that support workers
• Immediate action to aid workers and communities impacted by job loss
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07. PROS AND CONS OF OUTSOURCING

7.1 TRENDS

The following are some of the likely trends in the business process outsourcing industry.

Gartner estimates that the global BPO market will obtain a Cumulative Annual Growth Rate
(CAGR) of 14.7%, amounting to a total value of US$181 billion, by the year 2005; this is double
of its value in 2000. This study did not take the market for logistics outsourcing into account. The
study conducted by market intelligence and advisory firm, International Data Corporation (IDC),
gave similar estimates for a CAGR of 13.7% till the year 2005 towards a market value of US$202
billion.3

7.1.1 Centralised outsourcing activity
In order to make the most out of available opportunities, organisations are likely to consider
centralising all outsourcing activities within a single management function that covers all IT and
non-IT outsourcing arrangements.

Advantages:

• Provides a consistent approach throughout the business
• Allows an enterprise to leverage the knowledge gained in a variety of outsourcing contracts

Limitations:

• Persons in the centralised outsourcing unit might not have the required understanding 
of all the functions in an organisation, thus they might miss out on some fine points, 
if the outsourcing agreements involves different functions.

7.1.2 Modular Global Sourcing: an evolutionary outsourcing strategy
Modular Global Sourcing is a fast and evolving strategy that helps an enterprise in managing its
diverse outsourcing activities. It allows an enterprise to structure its business processes and IT
systems into individual modules. This approach enables business innovation and is essential for
a company to derive more value from its global sourcing partners.

The key principles of Modular Global Sourcing include:
• Taking an enterprise-wide view to align the goals of sourcing with business strategy
• Modularising to achieve greater flexibility, transparency and shared control
• Applying global sourcing to achieve a high degree of performance predictability

7.1.3 Shift of focus: from operational to strategic
There is likely to be a fundamental change in the way companies view outsourcing. Currently,
companies primarily outsource to take advantage of quality services at a lower cost. As
outsourcing matures into a prominent activity in organisations, outsourcing decisions will be
affected by strategic objectives rather than operational efficiencies.
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Outsourcing different business processes to various service providers increases the complexity
of managing outsourcing operations. A company has to cope with various aspects of these
service providers such as culture, business practices, etc. 

Figure 4: Shift of Focus in Business Process Outsourcing

Source: Evalueserve analysis

7.1.4 Trend towards dedicated BPO centres
Many large software development companies have started opening dedicated software
development centres in the country of their choice. Such centres tend to evolve once companies
gain confidence in the abilities of their offshore partner.

For example, Microsoft and GE built units in India several years back. Intel, Boeing and Motorola
preferred Russia as the best place for dedicated centres. Dell, too, established a dedicated
software engineering centre in Moscow, managed by Russian outsourcing vendor Luxoft.

7.2 ROLE OF AN OUTSOURCING INTERMEDIARY

The role of an outsourcing intermediary is to facilitate business process outsourcing operations
between the outsourcing vendor and the clients. Skills required of an intermediary can range from
straight cost cutting to understanding the strategic opportunities that can be obtained from an
outsourcing deal. An intermediary can help in finding the right outsourcer, which is the first crucial
step in making effective outsourcing decisions.

An outsourcing intermediary’s methodology and framework allows decision makers to do the
following:

• Determine all aspects of the impact of a solution on the total enterprise
• Determine latent value
• Determine internal solutions or evaluate external solutions
• Identify fundamental areas of risk and meaningful constraints
• Identify creative ways to fund the investment for the solution
• Understand the organisation’s ability to execute a desired solution
• Refine the best solution in order to capture the most value from it
• Implement the solution and manage the change
• Set the goals of outsourcing by defining various key parameters
• Manage outsourcing relationships effectively
• Manage the solution over the long term so that it will provide what is intended
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7.3 OUTSOURCED SERVICES IN THE FUTURE

The role of an outsourcing intermediary is to facilitate business process outsourcing operations
between the outsourcing vendor and the clients. Skills required of an intermediary can range from
straight cost cutting to understanding the strategic opportunities that can be obtained from an
outsourcing deal. An intermediar

Figure 5: Services likely to be Outsourced in the Future

Source: Gartner Offshore/Nearshore Outsourcing, 2004

The demand for BPO services in functional areas, such as finance, marketing, sales, human
resources and administration, is expected to remain high for the forecast period of 2003-2007
since companies worldwide are on a continuous lookout for effective measures to prune costs
across functions.4
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EVALUESERVE DISCLAIMER

The information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable.
Evalueserve disclaims all warranties as to the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of such
information. Evalueserve shall have no liability for errors, omissions or inadequacies in the
information contained herein or for interpretations thereof.
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INTRODUCTION

The session began in the early afternoon with eighteen Thought Leaders working in highly
diversified groups on structured activities designed to generate ideas and articulate their views
on the concept of outsourcing and the realities for business. Groups were lead by Thought
Leaders representing a variety of perspectives including those from academia, financial service
institutions, manufacturing, consulting, non-profit, human resources, representing organizations
of all sizes, from startups to market leaders.

As an opening activity, Thought Leaders explored the idea of how outsourcing could be valuable
for a company. For most of the Thought Leaders, outsourcing had only positive implications for
business. 

RESULTS FROM FIRST SESSION: THOUGHT LEADER PERSPECTIVES ON OUTSOURCING

The Advantages
Enabling Growth—allowing companies to focus their attention on core competencies—the
product, services, or techniques that uniquely differentiate them from competitors. Though
outsourcing doesn’t guarantee growth, the idea carried one step further is that companies that
channel their money, energy and know-how into further honing their competitive advantage have a
better chance at growing and attracting new customers. The opposite is true for companies who
try and focus on too many tasks-energy dissipates and vital resources are drained as coordination
and communication between projects and units increases. 

Increasing Quality—with more focus on core markets, outsourcing gives the firm a chance to
better respond to customer needs and redirects the focus and commitment to delivering quality
products and services. 

Encouraging Innovation—outsourcing becomes a means of gaining new knowledge, developing
insight, and acquiring know-how in areas where formerly there was little to no experience.
Companies may need to use a concept or products developed by external partners that they can
then in-source and integrate into their own product offerings. This creates opportunities for the
kind of innovation that can lead to growth in current markets and expansion into new ones. For
many industries like technology, access to the right know-how at the right time is critical in the R&D
process. Outsourcing parts of the product development phase can lead to significant reductions
in time and money as companies forego the need to build up expensive in-house programs as well
as bring products to market faster. 

External outsourcing provider’s value proposition stem from the economies of scale and honed
expertise and knowledge, infrastructure scale, and capital to access. Together these form a
competitive advantage that translates into lower costs for their business customers. There are
many successful examples of outsourcing arrangements such as these (e.g. pharmaceuticals,
engineering, electronics) and in many cases the same methods can be effectively employed
regardless of industry.
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Reducing Cost—companies can use outsourcing to scale up quickly during peak times without
taking on additional expense for cyclical downturns. This kind of flexibility gives companies a huge
cost advantage as they can reduce overhead expense and avoid heavy capital expenditures in
infrastructure and maintenance. 

Reducing Risk—reliance on “on-demand” services which reduce cost also serves to reduce the
uncertainty and risk that companies must accept in offering quality products and services to their
customers. Outsourcing shifts the risk of not delivering onto the outsourcing partner rather than
the firm. However, since the outsourcing partner enjoys the advantage of more subject level
experience and expertise and economies of scale, their chances of on time delivery of services are
considerably higher than that of the firm itself making the risk of failure considerable lower for the
firm.

Shifting Blame—one group however identified outsourcing as relieving management of
responsibility. When things go wrong in the project, it becomes easy to place blame on a third
party contractor. To avoid this management should layout expectations and scope prior to project
launch and explicitly define milestones and deliverables in then contract where possible.

So what should and should not be outsourced?

Specific functions that Thought Leaders agreed could be outsourced were discrete single-process
competencies like Finance and Accounting, Securities Activities, Payroll, Procurement, HR
Administration, Customer Service, and Legal. 

The top functions listed by Thought Leaders which companies should retain were Customer
Relationships, Management and Integrator Control, Competitive Advantages, Value Creation,
Strategic Planning, and Core Manufacturing Processes. But a closer look at the discussion
revealed that there was much less harmony among Thought Leaders on what should not be
outsourced than was revealed by the lists. Most agreed that the management of relationships were
valued assets over which companies should retain control including key customer interfaces,
stakeholders in the supply chain process, and the overall partner network. In addition, business
ideas and activities that give a competitive edge which could include a company’s brand or identity
as well as the vision statement and core values were also considered off limits to outsourcing.

Strategic Planning was a source of debate. On the one hand, it could be said that companies
already outsource strategy to consultants like McKinsey and Booz Allen Hamilton. The distinction
lies in what kind of information consultants can access, at what level of the organization, and the
extent to which management is involved. Strategy consultants are not the only ones in the strategy
outsourcing game. Suppliers and outsourcing partners are offering these consulting services in an
effort to better improve relations and to advance best practices that mutually benefit all parties
involved. As the outsourcing revolution continues to evolve, strategy becomes an example of
previously “sacred” activities being let go. 

The Integrator Function was defined as the node that connected the constellation of different
companies supplying services to an individual company. As more and more functions within a firm
are outsourced to external providers, it is easy for companies to feel a loss of control over
processes. By maintaining a firm grip on integrating outsourcing channels, companies are better
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equipped to realize the benefits of outsourcing. Similarly, the control and management of
outsourcing process and expectations was a constant theme. The prevailing view was that, “if you
can’t control it, then don’t outsource it.” This is a point of dispute depending on your point of view.
There is some evidence to support that the more control companies relinquish, the more benefits
they can derive from outsourcing. The idea being that trying to micromanage outsourcing providers
robs managers of valuable time that could have been invested in more valuable strategic projects
and process improvements. 

Thought Leaders also disagreed on the extent to which Product Development and Intellectual
Property (IP) should be outsourced. On the one hand, IP and product engineering could be
considered core functions that are part of a company’s treasured assets. Outsourcing these would
mean outsourcing the company’s edge. On the other hand, some companies are finding it
necessary to outsource IP and product development (once also considered sacred territory) as
part of outsourcing arrangements. The sharing and outsourcing of IP can take on many different
forms with varying degrees of sharing and collaboration from software products to product
blueprints. Likewise, Core Manufacturing, once considered to be a sacred territory is also
commonly outsourced in certain industries. There are a multitude of contract manufacturing firms
that focus on supplying many industries with product design and manufacturing services,
particularly within the PC and electronic’s industry. 

Other areas that were in contention was the outsourcing of personnel decisions. Many Thought
Leaders considered the hiring and firing of employees too important a function to be outsourced.
Personnel is an integral asset and companies should hire those who it trusts to share and
understand its core values. They questioned the ability of an outsourcing company to understand
these needs and to make correct hiring decisions. However, personnel and HR functions today are
among the most commonly outsourced functions. Since some Thought Leaders were heads of
startups, reasons for the differences of opinion could be explained by the size of the company.
Among small startups, special qualities are needed of employees and retaining control over the
hiring process would ensure a more appropriate match in management and personnel. Hence,
outsourcing HR may not make sense for a small firm.

RESULTS FROM SECOND SESSION: EXPLORING THE SCENARIOS

The second part of the closed session offered Thought Leaders the opportunity to further learn
and explore the concept of outsourcing and the ways it can be practically applied in business.
Thought Leaders were divided into working groups charged with defining the outsourcing strategy
of several fictitious companies each with different business and infrastructure models.

These interactive exercises forced Thought Leaders to challenge their own preconceptions about
outsourcing and the extent to which it can be applied within enterprises of all makes and molds.
Armed with only the basic descriptions seen below, participants were asked to give shape to this
company by defining its core competencies and unique selling points, its value chain, the role of
IT, and its business model. Within this context, Thought Leaders were asked to define what could
and could not be outsourced as well as for the role of IT in the outsourcing process.
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The Branding Group Profile – The brand name and logo a central asset

The Results

The Brand Company defined their core competencies to be strategy and general management of
the value chain, the acquisition and retention of customers, and the definition and life of the brand.
They outsourced everything except what did not relate to the core competencies above. Even the
managing and carrying of insured risk, traditionally a revenue generating activity for financial
service institutions, was outsourced. However it was agreed that some types of risks like
operational risks should not be outsourced. Stakeholder relations, responsibility for managing the
BPO contractors and their work, setting and driving strategy and core company values were
retained.

IT was seen as a growth enabler adding value to the brand name by ensuring streamlined and
integrated processes with the outsourcing partner that promoted speed, efficiency, and
productivity. IT itself can also be easily outsourced at the execution level but architecture strategy
and needs assessments should be mapped out internally. 

In the future, the brand company saw major downsizing of their firm as the dependence on
outsourcing relationships increased. As the outsourcing trend continued and more and more of the
value chain was outsourced, decision-making would be lead by a smaller group of core senior
managers. The group also added that how well the company manages outsourced relationships
will become itself an asset and core competency that should be strengthened and retained. 

There was some thoughtful reaction from the public audience when the Branding Group presented
their business model in the evening session. Comments ranged from why not outsource even the
management function to concerns over management training. Among the questions were how will
a company that continues to shrink raise its next crop of management stars? The assumption being
that the best managers come from within. However, many companies today not only look outside
the firm for top management positions but also outside the industry hoping to bring in a fresh
perspective. Successful examples of outsider management include Louis Gerstner, former CEO
of IBM and Robert Eckert, CEO of Mattel who both came from the food service industries to
successfully transform an IT firm and a toy manufacturer.

Others were concerned over control of the customer base. Questions like whether outsourcing’s
added-value services to other firms eventually lead to outsourcing the customer were on the minds
of many. On the surface, this may seem like the case, but looking deeper, outsourcing can be a
way not to lose customers but to actually retain them. The racing pace of competition means that
companies must do whatever they can to add value to the customer and stay ahead of the
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competition. Outsourcing is a way to deliver this quality at a lower risk and cost ratio. If they don’t
outsource, they run the risk of lagging behind and losing customers to other industry competitors. 

Branding Company Team: 
Norbert Casaulta, Senior Vice President, Head of Banking Operations, Julius Bär
Pierre Theron, Head of Strategy & Global Clients, Swiss Re
Prof. Dr. Fritz Fahrni, Institute for Technology Management, ETH Zurich
Christian Hildebrand, VP Strategic Outsourcing, IBM Deutschland
Peter Friedli, President, Friedli Corporate Finance AG

The Connected Constellation v.1 – The virtual organization for real or virtual supply chains

The Results

The connected constellation group was charged with assessing the outsourcing opportunities for
a virtual company with a connected web of suppliers and partners on whom they depend to run
their business. To make the exercise more real, the group decided to more specifically define
themselves as a company with the vision to deliver value added services at a convenient one-stop
portal to busy professionals at their place of residence. Calling themselves EZ Home, they offered
service packages that included security alarms, maintenance, bill processing, utilities, grocery
shopping and baby-sitting services etc.

The core competencies of such an operation would be close customer management with an
emphasis on understanding what the customer wants and needs. Furthermore, the development
of a network of highly dependable but flexible specialized suppliers was also of prime importance
especially in the beginning as the supplier network (e.g. supermarkets, telecom and utilities, etc)
could create access to new customers.

The controversy in the extent of control over outsourcing partners followed the group into the
scenario planning exercises. The Connected Constellation Group thought that it was vital for the
virtual company to maintain tight control over anything touching the customer, this included sales
and marketing, troubleshooting, and extended even to the control over outsourcing partners
because of their closeness to the customer. Strategy and product development was also retained
in house, as was IT and customer data management. Everything else could be outsourced.

Since IT remained an in house function, its role in promoting and integrating outsourcing
relationships was minimal. Important IT services included network infrastructure, database
maintenance, “smart” communication with clients, and security maintenance . If they did not have
the skill in house they would seek the advice of a developer but on a limited basis. 

It is important to note that this group initially saw their mandate as building a company from the
ground up. They conceded that the extent to which the company relied on outsourcing to grow
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and expand would understandably change as the market evolved. They called this the “outsourcing
cycle”, where “first you outsource, then you in-source, and then you outsource again”. In the
beginning, you are forced to outsource everything because you lack the skills and expertise in-
house. In the middle phase you must in-source to have better control over activities, as you expand
however, you will be forced to outsource again for lack of resources or to improve efficiency. 

Some discussion ensued over releasing control over the customer to an outsourcing provider. For
example, if the marketing is outsourced, how will the company know what the customer really
needs? This is a choice that all companies must make. They are no hard and fast rules to
outsourcing. It all boils down to the value outsourcing brings, to both the customer and then the
business. It is situational and is driven by the behaviour of the market. Sometimes it may make
more value-added sense for a company to rely on outsourcing and sometimes it makes more sense
to bring it back in house or even merge with a company who has this type of expertise. It is up to
management to make these types of decisions. 

In the EZ Home company example, though it may have seemed counterintuitive to some,
outsourcing the marketing functions made sense. If the outsourcing firm has more marketing
resources than EZ Home, then it has opened access to a wider customer base. 

Connected Constellation (Version 1) Team:
Christian Wanner, CEO, LeShop 
Stefan Regniet, Managing Director, Active Outsourcing AG
Prof. Dr. Gunter Dueck, Distinguished Engineer & Chief Technologist, IBM Global Services
Dr. Jürg Werner, Technical Director, V-Zug

The Connected Constellation v. 2 – The knowledge and networks company

The Results

This group was mandated with creating value for their customers through knowledge management
and networks. The core competencies were defined as global fast access to professional services;
maintenance of low overhead costs; and a keen understanding of local markets and local suppliers
where opportunities could be matched with needs; and an efficient IT system where local
franchising could share in global resources. Among the core values were maintaining high
standards of quality regardless of global position of customers and a consistent culture of
customer service. 

The group decided that in this business model, a lot of operational tasks could be outsourced but
that control over the concepts and services that linked with the core competencies should remain
in house. These included: the franchise concept, all issues with branding, the creation of markets
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to match customers with suppliers of information and know-how, the marketing concept, quality
control, shared services concept, intellectual property, and client account management.

IT was central to the core business proposition and was central to providing a shared platform of
services and information exchange to franchise members but despite this importance, it was only
a support mechanism. The key elements like the know-how, quality and performance measures,
and managing the market matching process would be kept in house but all else could be
outsourced. 

For the audience there were concerns over maintaining control over product and performance. In
this franchise model, who would police and protect these assets in various global market? It seems
it would be lost especially given the reliance on local know-how and networks. The concern is
valid, however, the answer lies in the incentive system constructed for the local suppliers of know-
how and connections. They have an incentive not to defect from the global network because of
the high quality informational and business resources provided. The network increases the value
they bring to the local customers which they are unable to offer on their own. 

Again, in any kind of business partnership whether it be more traditional between suppliers and
buyers or in a more complicated arrangement like the connected constellation, it comes down to
the value proposition and incentive structures for all the parties involved. If being part of the
network supplies more value than providers can build on their own, it makes more sense to give
up part of your own ownership and control of the customer base and share it with the entire
network in order to share in the resources the network provides. 

Connected Constellation (Version 2) Team:
Marc Vollenweider, CEO, Evalueserve
Marco Zolin-Meyer, Senior Partner, Value First Management Consulting Ltd.
Barbara Stupp, Senior Partner, Borderless Executive Search
Dr. Philippe de Vallière, CEO & Founder, Zühlke Technology Group
Dr. Wolfgang Straub, Partner, Advokaturbüro, Deutsch & Wyss

The IMPACT Company—The Project Based Company

The Results

The Project-Based Company defined their core competencies as knowledge and profound insight
into specific industry sectors and execution of select business processes (i.e. event management).
They were dependent on a network of highly specialized, highly skilled yet highly flexible individuals
to work on deadline-driven, project-based work. 

The development and maintenance of this network was considered a core competence which
meant finding and retaining both the customer base as well as the high quality project personnel.
Critical to both these tasks were speed, maintaining transparency, efficient project management,
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confidentiality, and management of conflicts. The company’s track record/reputation for delivering
quality services was also a highly valued intangible asset. Anything that may endanger it should be
kept in-house. Selection of projects and the setting of quality control standards also remained in-
house. 

Project Based Company Team:
Dr. Raymond Saner, Director & Founder, Centre for Socio-Eco-Nomic Development
Hanne de Mora, Founder & Partner, a-connect
Martin Bader, UNISG, Institute for Technology Management
Kurt Haering, President, EFSI AG
Stefan Buess, CEO, BNS Group

CONCLUSION

From the discussions during the day, it was evident that many high level managers, and
consequently businesses, are still not fully exploiting the advantages of outsourcing. Judging by the
list of functions most likely to be outsourced by our Thought Leaders, it is clear many business
managers are still thinking in the days when outsourcing was only reserved for non-core functions
and support activities like payroll. However, as globalization continues and the pace and ferocity
of competition increases, companies will need to seriously look at outsourcing virtually everything
except areas where they have a unique service proposition. This evolution of outsourcing process
is already being seen as previously sacred functions like strategy and R&D are routinely
outsourced and even considered best practices in some industries. 

Outsourcing is a tool to help companies not only operate on certain vertical supply chain elements
better but it is also becoming a source of innovation that can actually drive growth and revenue
and not just as an influence on the cost side of the balance sheet. In fact, outsourcing is part of
the growth strategy of more than 90% of companies.4 Strategic sourcing, or the establishment of
partnerships that enhance capabilities as well as profits will be the way of the future. 

The reasons for outsourcing are also evolving with the changes in relationship between suppliers
and customers. More and more, outsourcing partners are becoming strategic consultants, using
their knowledge and expertise to better serve the partners in their network. Confidence and trust
in outsourcing partners will also continue to grow stronger as companies rely on them more and
more to manage and integrate the web of service providers within the supply chain. Indeed, the
view that control over outsourcers is critical for firms is being constantly challenged with new forms
of collaborations and co-operations being formed. As competition increases and the need for
speed and adapting to changing business environments increases, what are now only trends, will
eventually become standard practice.

Outsourcing as a business practice is still evolving and it will continue to evolve at higher and
higher levels of sophistication. For companies it will become a tool for long-term transformational
change instead of as a cost-reducing measure. It will force companies to use all of their power and
resources towards meeting the customer needs. And all along the way it will force us to re-evaluate
our own cherished notions of what defines the boundaries of the enterprise. 

Sharolyn Reynard, First Tuesday Zurich 
Zurich, Switzerland
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Outsourcing: Reinvent? – Utility? – Das Neue wird gut
> Prof. Dr. Gunter Dueck IBM, Distinguished Engineer, Chief Technologist, IBM Global

Es ist unheimlich schwer, jetzt und auch als Thought Leader
noch etwas Neues über Outsourcing zu sagen. Ich probiere es
aber. Und ich beginne auch ganz harmlos. Am Ende bekommen
Sie aber noch einen finalen Blattschuss. 

Ich beginne mit den natürlichen und den wahren Menschen.
Ich spreche in meinen Büchern über verschiedene
Menschenstrukturen, die überall in den Firmen vorkommen und

die verschiedene Firmenkulturen erzeugen. Menschen streiten sich immerzu, wie man dies oder
jenes macht. Das muss nicht Outsourcing sein, es kann sich ebensogut um Management oder
das Thema Erneuerung oder anderes handeln. Wie auch
immer, bei diesen Auseinandersetzungen sind im
Wesentlichen drei Typen von Menschen im Spiel, von denen ich
zwei genauer beobachten möchte: da ist der eine Typ Mensch,
der gerne mit ppt- und Excel-Spread-Sheets herumläuft und
immerzu Pläne und Soll-Ist Vergleiche macht. Daneben gibt es
den anderen, eher von meiner Sorte, der mehr im
wissenschaftlichen Bereich arbeitet. Dieser Mensch hantiert mit
Visionen und Strategien. 

Und die beiden liegen im Clinch: Für Visionen und Strategien hat ein normaler Manager gar keine
Zeit. Der denkt, er könne sich mal eine Stunde Zeit nehmen, so ganz ohne Handy, und dann mal
kurz über neue Innovationen nachdenken. Nur: eine Stunde reicht dazu nicht, da müsste man
vielleicht einen Monat darüber nachdenken! Ein normaler Manager hält einen Monat für
übertrieben viel Zeit und denkt, dass wir soviel Zeit nicht haben. Aber ist es das denn nicht Wert,
einen Monat über die Zukunft der Firma zu sprechen? Ich habe dasselbe auch mit anderen
Menschen erlebt. Sie fragen mich, was sie den bloss studieren sollen! Meine Antwort darauf:
überlege es dir doch mal eine Woche oder einen Monat lang! Einen ganzen Monat? Sicher, es
geht ja schliesslich um dein Leben! Die Antwort ist meistens: Können wir das denn nicht schon
heute entscheiden? Mit diesem Beispiel wollte ich Ihnen verschiedene Ansichten der gleichen
Sache aufzeigen, und das erleben wir auch hier und heute wieder. 

Seit ungefähr drei Monaten scheint sich wieder etwas zu bewegen. So um 1999/2000 hatten wir
mit der Dotcom-Bubble ein Riesenhoch, und dann ist alles wieder zusammengebrochen. Und
seitdem hieß es nur noch von allen Seiten: „Kosten runter, Kosten runter“, und die Gewinne
steigen immer weiter, da der Umsatz bei allen Firmen ungefähr gleich geblieben ist und die
Kosten sinken. Alles schön und gut, könnte man meinen. Doch nun fragen seit drei Monaten die
Wall Street Analysten: „Könnt ihr auch etwas anderes als Kosten senken?“ Ich weiß nicht, ob Sie
diese Entwicklung bereits bemerkt haben. Das wird noch zunehmen und deutlich härter werden.
Alle Firmen werden sagen: „Oh je, wenn wir demnächst nicht mal wieder neue Ideen und
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Umsatzwachstum vorweisen, dann werden die Analysten noch zwei Quartale lang sagen „Oh, ihr
habt schon wieder nur die Kosten gesenkt!“ Und dann werden sie uns abstrafen und die Aktien
herunterstufen. Das kostet 20% Shareholder-Value!“ Und deswegen werden die Unternehmen in
etwa drei Monaten oder einem halben Jahr völlig brutal von den Analysten gezwungen werden,
Innovationen vorzuweisen.Das gibt dem Thema Outsourcing einen ganz anderen Touch. Da
können Sie nicht mehr einfach sagen, wir sourcen jetzt out, denn dies senkt nur die Kosten. Jetzt
müssen Sie die Leute irgendwie dazu bringen, wieder Innovationen vorzuzeigen! 

Wenn Sie aber auf „Billig-Outsourcing“ gemacht haben, so dass die Leute, die an Sie liefern, jetzt
mit den Zähnen fletschen, weil Ihr Einkauf so gut gearbeitet hat, haben die dann noch Lust oder
Zeit, Innovationen zu machen? Vielleicht noch eine Stunde, aber doch nicht einen Monat! Was
ich sagen will: Wir sind gerade im Begriff, an den Kulminationspunkt einer anderen Sicht zu
kommen. Demnächst werden die Zeitungen wieder voll sein mit dem Thema Innovation.

Auch Computer sind nicht das Problem beim Thema Outsourcing. Vorgestern stand in der
Süddeutschen Zeitung ein ganz grosser Aufsatz über das Outsourcing der Fuhrparks von
Deutschen Unternehmen. Es gibt 30.000 Fuhrparks. In dem Artikel steht drin: „Fuhrpark
Outsourcing vor großem Problem“. Wenn jemand beschließt, einen Fuhrpark outzusourcen, dann
trifft er auf große Anbieter, welche mit Listen operieren: 15 LKWs kosten so und so viel, und 100
LKWs so viel. Dabei werden wir standardisiert. Aber wir wollen nicht standardisiert werden,
sondern nur den Standard bezahlen – wir wollen vernünftigen Service und Innovation. Diese
Rechnung geht nicht auf. Wenn Sie einen solchen Artikel lesen, dann können Sie den Begriff
Auto überall durch „Computer“ ersetzen. Das heißt, wir stehen hier nicht vor einem IT-
spezifischen Problem, sondern vor dem Problem, dass es verschiedene Sichtweisen dieser
ganzen Sache an und für sich gibt. Diese sollte man richtig anpacken, weshalb ich in den
nächsten 25 Minuten versuchen werde, Ihnen zu erläutern, was man da tun kann.

Das ist jetzt nur ein kleiner Werbevorspann, dessen was ich sonst so mache. Ich habe ein
dreibändiges Werk über Philosophie geschrieben, das letzte davon heißt: „Der Mensch in
artgerechter Haltung“. Wenn Sie die ganze Kostensenkungsära mitbekommen haben, dann
wissen Sie, dass das eine ziemlich stressreiche Zeit war. Wie ich es im Buch beschreibe, werden
einige Menschen nicht mehr artgerecht gehalten und leiden an Bandscheibenvorfällen,
Schlaflosigkeit und anderem und suchen nach dem Sinn des Lebens. All diese Fragen habe ich
in meiner Trilogie erklärt.

Mein Chef, Sam Palmisano, meinte kürzlich in einer Rede, er
fahre den ganzen Tag nur herum und frage die Kunden, was sie
haben wollen. Und alle Kunden sagen: „Wir wollen
Umsatzwachstum.“ Das ist der Tenor in Amerika, und ich weiß
nicht, ob das bereits ganz so hart hier in Europa angekommen
ist. Dabei hören die Amerikaner viel mehr auf die Analysten, und
die Manager sagen: „Wir müssen jetzt wachsen! Nicht mehr
Kosten senken, sondern wieder etwas Neues erfinden!“ Das
sagen die meisten. Und sie meinen auch, dass ihre Betriebe aus

irgenwelchen komischen Gründen, welche ich gleich noch mit einer mathematischen Formel
erläutern werde, wie gelähmt und unbeweglich geworden sind, und niemand mehr etwas
entscheiden kann.
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Dies liegt daran, dass sie so viel Kostencontrolling haben und bereits für den Einkauf eines
Bleistiftes eine Genehmigung benötigen. Und dann sagt er: wir diskutieren mit dem Kunden im
Outsourcing Monate und Monate über den Vertrag, wir diskutieren mit dem Kunden über
Innovation, wir bereden, was wir alles neu machen sollen. Die ganze Gesellschaft und wir als IT-
Provider machen alles neu! Und wenn es dann an den Vertragsabschluss geht, dann meint der
Kunde, er wolle nur die Kosten senken. 

Dies ist das Problem und macht uns traurig. Denn sehen Sie, auch unsere Techies würden gerne
etwas Wunderbares machen. Sie dürfen aber nicht, weil wie immer die Kosten gesenkt werden
sollen. 

Aber jetzt beginnt – das prognostiziere ich – eine neue Zeit.

Ich würde sagen, das alles hat mit der linken und der rechten Seite des Gehirnes zu tun. Das,
was man eigentlich immer gerne möchte, ist rechts: Neue Revolution, etwas erfinden, pioneering
work, der Erste sein, neue Businessmodelle erfinden. Das finden alle toll, beschäftigen sich aber
vielleicht nur hier und jetzt an diesem Thought Leadership Forum damit und gehen morgen wie
gewohnt zur Arbeit. Dort heißt es dann bereits wieder: reorganisieren und Kosten senken. Das
funktioniert nicht, und es ist erstaunlich, dass Sie nicht beides gleichzeitig hinbekommen. Man
könnte ja einen halben Tag so und einen halben Tag so …

Wenn Sie die Hirnhälftentheorie anschauen, dann steht auf der
rechten Seite groß: concept, creativity, ideas and big picture.
Auf der linken Gehirnhälfte steht sequences, organization,
storage optimizations and details. Und genau deshalb können
Sie dies nicht halbe Tage machen, weil Sie dann im Gehirn
umschalten müssten, und dies machen die meisten nicht. Die
meisten Menschen benutzen nur eine Hälfte: die linke – solche
Menschen sitzen mehr im Management. Viel weniger Menschen
vertrauen auf die rechte – die sitzen oft in der Forschung. Ich
habe mal mit Hans-Ueli Märki, IBM Chef Europa, über die Hirnhälftentheorie diskutiert, und er
meinte, man müsste mit uns Forschern doch besser sprechen können! Da fragte ich ihn: „Hast
du das Gefühl, dass du die Mitarbeiter im Foruschungszentrum in Rüschlikon, unter denen auch
Nobelpreisträger sind, gut managen kannst?“ „Nein, die kann man nicht managen“, meinte er
daraufhin. „Siehst du, das sind die von der rechten Gehirnhälfte!“

Ich bin der Meinung, dass wir bei dieser ganzen Hirnhälftentheorie auch einmal auf die anderen
hören sollten, das heißt die Manager auf die Techies, welche den lieben langen Tag dasitzen und
forschen und darauf warten, dass sie jemand nach ihrer Meinung fragt. Und wenn sie dann selber
zum Manager gehen und um einen Termin bitten, dann weist die Sekretärin sie ab, und sie setzen
sich wieder vor ihren Computer in der Hoffnung, dass ihre Ideen eines Tages gepflückt werden.
Dies geschieht aber leider nicht, da das Management nur auf das reagiert, was bei der Sekretärin
durchkommt. Das verursacht natürlich Probleme, und die versuche ich als Chief Technologist bei
IBM irgendwie zu lösen. Ich selbst versuche auch manchmal zu schreien, und habe aus lauter
Not bereits angefangen, Bücher zu schreiben. Diese lesen jetzt die Kunden und kommen dann
zu uns und sagen: „So sollten wir das machen.“
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Ich möchte nun einmal kurz vorstellen, wie die Welt der Services
aufgebaut ist. Und zwar gibt es verschiedene
Berufsauffassungen bei der ganzen Geschichte, und diese
stehen hier. Unten steht die mehr technische Seite und oben die
mehr dem Menschen zugewandte Seite. Damit ich es nicht mit
Computern erklären muss, stellen sie sich bitte vor, Sie hätten
gesundheitliche Probleme. Es gibt verschiedene Leute, die Sie
behandeln können. Ein Wissenschaftler bei IBM wäre am
liebsten ein Brainsearcher. Da kommt jemand und sagt, er habe

Schmerzen im Kopf. Er habe Angst, und er wisse nicht was es ist! Und dann streckt er dem
Brainsearcher sein ganzes Geld mit der Bitte hin, ihn zu operieren. So möchten Techies arbeiten.
Die typischsten Beispiele finden sich an der Universität, die so genannten Grundlagenforscher.
Die sitzen ohne umzuschauen 30 Jahre an einem Problem und machen Vorstudien, Nachstudien
und so weiter und kriegen immerzu Geld von der ETH Zürich. Das ist das Lieblings-Arbeitsmodell
von Techies.

Daneben gibt es die Apotheken. Bei ihnen wird nicht lange über Krankeiten philosophiert,
sondern man weiß bereits beim Hineingehen, was man hat – man bekommt ein Aspirin und geht
wieder hinaus. Hinter der Apotheke sind dann die ganzen Fabrikationen, mit denen man Pillen
und Mittel herstellt. Aber ich kriege nur ein standardisiertes Normprodukt, Aspirin. Ich muss aber
im Voraus genau wissen, was ich will. Keine echte Beratung und überhaupt nichts. 

Dann gibt es noch die Krankenschwestern, welche die gehobene Apotheke darstellen. Da geht
man hin und sagt, man habe Schmerzen und hätte gerne ein SAP R3. Und dann meint die
Krankenschwester: Du, das haben wir schon oft gemacht, setz dich einfach hin. Das ist
gehobener Standard, alle wissen das, und man braucht dazu nicht zu studieren. 

Und dann gibt es noch den Psychotherapeuten, der sorgt sich auch um den Patienten, aber der
Patient weiss weder, was er hat, noch wie man es heilen kann. Es ist schlecht, wenn Verrückte
zum Arzt kommen und zu wissen meinen, woran sie verrückt sind. Zum Beispiel, wenn einer zu
dick ist, dann sagt er sich, er müsse weniger Essen. Das ist immer ganz leicht zu sehen von
außen. Wenn sie dann zum Therapeuten gehen, stellt sich meistens heraus, dass ganz etwas
anders dahintersteckt, eine Depression zum Beispiel. Dieser Hintergrund muss der
Psychotherapeut nun herausfinden und auch die entsprechende Behandlung verschreiben. Das
ist der Traumjob von Beratern! Deshalb haben wir uns ja zusammengetan,
PricewaterhouseCoopers und wir, die IBM. Wir von IBM haben eher so die Techies und PWC
ist die Beratungsfirma.

Was auch immer die neuen Entwicklungen der IT-Industrie betreffend diskutiert wird, es kommen
immer die gleichen Fragen auf: Welche neue Version meinen Sie? Und was wollen Sie
eigentlich? Und zu guter Letzt: Was wollen Sie dafür bezahlen? Ja, was Sie eigentlich wollen, ist
vielleicht sowas wie eine Krankenschwester, bezahlen wollen Sie aber nur einen Apotheker, aber
eigentlich bräuchten Sie einen Psychotherapeuten (da jedoch trauen Sie sich nicht hinzugehen).
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Das ist die Problemstellung, aus welcher wir nun etwas Nützliches zusammenschustern wollen.
Ich werde Ihnen an ein paar Beispielen zeigen, wie es funktioniert und Ihnen anschließend sagen,
warum es so schwer ist, dies auch umzusetzen. 

Nehmen sie mal die Rolle des CIO. Was macht der CIO
wirklich? Er spart und spart und spart und sagt dazu: „Die IT
muss nur Utility sein.“Wenn man das dann auch weitgehend so
befolgt, dann sagen die Leute: „Das sollst du nicht!“ Der CEO
sagt: „Ihr müsst für das Unternehmen sorgen und nicht immer
Kosten sparen.“ Er sagt: „Seid eine Krankenschwester für mich.
Ich habe ein Problem mit der IT, löst das für mich. Und nicht nur
immer Kosten sparen. Das auch, zusätzlich.“ Der Hauptteil der
ganzen Computer-Leute meint, der CIO sei ein ganz wichtiger

Mann im Unternehmen, der als einziger Generalist neben dem CEO im Vorstand sitzen und die
Geschicke und Strategie des Unternehmens leiten kann. Das steht überall, an jeder Tapete. Das
stimmt theoretisch auch, aber das leistet ein CIO im Allgemeinen nicht. Die Computerzeitungen
klagen dann: „Es gibt so wenige, die das überhaupt können.“ Das habe ich ja gesagt. Es läuft
also wieder darauf hinaus: Manche CIOs stellen sich schon auf Service für das Unternehmen ein,
viele möchten auch gerne in den Vorstand. Aber es läuft wieder „schief“: Die CIOs stürzen sich
als Techies meist wieder in teure große Projekte – first of a kind, sagt man – und anschließend
lesen wir wieder in der Zeitung: die haben da was viel zu Technisches gemacht, dauert viel zu
lange, und man weiss nicht, ob es genutzt hat. 

Noch zwei ungefährliche Beispiele. Es gibt ein Buch von 1992,
„One-to-One Marketing“. Das mussten damals alle lesen, und
darin steht, du musst eine Beziehung zum Kunden aufnehmen
und ihn lieben. Also so richtig lieben. Und wenn er zum Laden
kommt, weiß man bereits aus der Data Base, was dieser Kunde
gerne haben würde. So wie bei Tante Emma. Die legt immer
noch ein Stück Filet für Sie zurück, und etwas, das zum Rezept
passt, gleich dazu. Und der Kunde ist absolut glücklich. Das ist
One-to-One Marketing, wie es in dem Buch steht. Dasselbe wie
Tante Emma kann man auch mit Datenbanken machen. Dies hat dazu geführt, dass das Data
Warehouse und Data Mining aufgekommen sind.

Und was machen dann die Techies daraus? Das ist unten rechts und heißt Siebel. Und was
machen dann die CIO’s wirklich mit dem Siebel? Sie implementieren es und gründen
irgendwelche Call Center, in denen 11.-Klässler von einem deutschen Gymnasium sitzen, die
keine Ahnung haben und versuchen, Termine mit den Leuten zu machen. Sie bombardieren diese
mit Cross Selling-Angeboten, so dass man tagsüber gar nicht mehr ans Telefon gehen kann. Und
so fängt alles an. Mit einem Buch, das die Idealsituation eines Vorgehens beschreibt. Doch am
Ende setzten wir noch eine Technik drauf und kostensparende Massnahmen, und dabei kommt
heraus, dass sich die Call Center gar nicht lohnen. Die Leute hängen ja immer auf, kaum hören
Sie, wer dran ist! 
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Noch ein Beispiel: Es gibt ein Buch, „Balanced Scorecard“,
1996, von Norton. Da steht drin, man soll die Vitality eines
Unternehmens dadurch messen, dass man Mitarbeiter- und
Kundenzufriedenheit und alle anderen Messfallen
zusammenträgt und ein wunderbares glückliches Gebilde
macht, das den Kunden zufriedenstellt und Gewinne erzielt. Ich
zeige Ihnen gleich, dass dies auch geht, auch wenn Sie es mir
im Moment noch nicht glauben. Was man als Techie daraus
gemacht hat, ist irgend so eine Lösung, Micro Strategy

Systems, und dann wird in der Sparversion Management Reporting gemacht, und dann stehen
da im Wesentlichen nur Umsatz und Kosten drin. Und die werden dann irgendwie „gemeasured“,
fertig. Und dann wird eine freudlose Geschichte draus. Aber das will keiner. Was die Leute
wollen ist nur normal viel Information über ihren Betrieb. Um damit Steuerungsinstrumente zu
haben, um aus ihrer Firma eine vitale Firma zu machen. 

Das nächste Beispiel, „on demand“, hat IBM hervorgebracht.
Auch da gibt es ein Buch, mit dem alles begonnen hat, mit dem
einzigen Unterschied, dass dieses Buch noch keiner kennt.
„Adaptive Enterprise“ von Stephan Häckel, IBM. Es geht darin
um die Zukunft und darum, dass diese nicht mehr leicht
vorherzusehen ist. Die Zukunft ist nicht mehr wie für eine Kuh
gemacht: Gras fressen, Gras fressen – ein Liter Milch, so geht
das nicht mehr. Die Zukunft ist mehr wie ein Löwe. Der frisst,
wenn er Hunger hat, muss seine Nahrung aber erst finden. Bei
IBM geht das so: Der Löwe bekommt eine Quote auf 10 Zebras und zieht los. Er findet aber
keine Zebras und denkt für sich: „Ich will doch eigentlich nur fressen!“ Da nimmt er 100 Gazellen
und bringt sie zurück. Doch der Controller meint, mit 100 Gazellen gebe es nichts, er habe eine
Quote auf Zebras! Stephan Häckel möchte damit sagen, dass man nicht mehr so genau sieht,
was auf den Märkten ist. Auch Soll-Ist-Vergleiche nutzen für die Planung nicht mehr viel. Man
muss einfach nehmen, was da ist und so agil sein und so adaptiv sein, dass man das erkennt,
was da ist und sich auch danach richten kann. Und deshalb ist das Businessmodell der nächsten
Jahre wie ein Film von Silvester Stallone oder 007, die erhalten am Anfang einen Gürtel mit ganz
vielen Waffen und damit gehen sie los und legen denjenigen um, der gerade als nächster in der
Filmszene auftaucht. Das ist ein ganz anderes Verständnis des Business. Das macht aber keiner
heute, das ist nur das Denken der Thought Leadership. Und was am Ende daraus gemacht wird,
ist eine Billigversion: Kosten sparen und alle fixen zu variablen Kosten machen. Ich habe
absichtlich die Kurve dahinter gemacht. Mir haben mehrere CEO’s bereits gesagt, „on demand“
ist eine ganz tolle Sache, die ist so flexibel, selbst wenn ich nichts mehr verkaufe in meinem
Unternehmen, ich bleibe doch am Leben, weil alles variabel ist. 

Das ist nicht der Sinn der Sache. Es geht darum, ein „on demand“-Unternehmen auf die Beine
zu stellen, so dass man wie ein Löwe rausgehen kann und alles dabei hat, was man für den Erfolg
benötigt. „On demand“ ist nicht dazu gemacht, sich einzugraben und Kosten zu sparen. Dies ist
auch eine Seite, aber eben nicht die wichtigste, was leider viel zu oft missverstanden wird. 
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Lassen sie uns in diesem Zeitalter, in welchem wir von den Wall Streeter gezwungen werden,
wieder Innovation zu machen, die Sache noch einmal aus der Sicht des Psychotherapeuten
anschauen und sehen, was eigentlich mit der Sache gemeint war. 

Wir werden immer wieder gefragt, was das Verhältnis von IBM
zu ihren Kunden ist. Sind wir caring, sind wir „long term
strategic partner“ oder sind wir so etwas wie die delivery-
Truppe? Das sind Fragen, die unsere Firma berühren. Alle
stellen sich diese Frage, und wir wünschten uns natürlich als
Antwort ein „long term-one to one marketing“ zu sein. Und was
geschieht dann? Man feilscht mit Juristen und Einkäufern, und
hat tausende Seiten dicke Verträge im Outsourcing. Heutzutage
steht meistens in der Zeitung: „Outsourcing ist der Motor der

Innovation“. Dass es so etwas wie „Create Value“ ist, haben die meisten noch nicht so richtig
begriffen, obwohl dies als erstes in den Büchern stand: Create Value für den Kunden. Wenn wir
zum Beispiel ein Outsourcing-Projekt mit der Deutschen Bank haben, dann bringt es der Bank
nichts, wenn wir die IT wie einen Maschinenraum führen. Eine Bank entwickelt sich weiter,
verändert sich notgedrungen, verwandelt sich zum All-Finanzkonzern oder sonst etwas. Ich
plädiere eigentlich mehr dafür, dass Banken, anstatt Versicherungen aufzukaufen, was Ihnen
nicht bekommt, lieber so etwas wie Passanfertigungen von der Regierung übernehmen.
Bankangestellte nennt man in Deutschland Bankbeamte, was auch so richtig zu den
Regierungsbeamten passt. Das ist so ungefähr dasselbe psychologische Businessmodell, und
die Banken könnten die ganzen Staatsaufgaben, die Gesundheitsprojekte übernehmen. Warum
sollten sie neben den Scheckkarten nicht auch noch eine Gesundheitskarte und einen
Personalausweis drucken?! Man kann ihn dann auch ganz einfach abholen gehen, direkt
gegenüber von meinem Zuhause bei der Sparkasse: Schöne Öffnungszeiten, blendender
Service, hohe Sicherheit und so weiter. Warum denkt man darüber nicht nach? Das führt uns
wieder zu der Frage: Was ist eigentlich das Core Business? Die Banken haben eine falsche
Sicht dessen, was das Core Business ist. Sie denken, es habe etwas mit Geld zu tun, dabei geht
es um das Thema Vertrauen.

Diese Denkensart müssen wir verstehen, wenn wir nun zum
Beispiel Outsourcing-Partner der Deutschen Bank sind. Dann
müssen wir uns kulturell in so eine Bank einfügen, und im Sinne
von caring für sie da sein. Die IT muss da ebenso funktionieren
wie andere auch. Bei McDonald’s zum Beispiel erhalten Sie
überall einen Hamburger, und die Angestellten haben auch
immer die gleichen Uniformen an, auf der ganzen Welt. Und
jeder Mensch, auch der Franchise-Nehmer, hat immer das
Verständnis für beide Seiten: Er ist auf der einen Seite ein
eigener Unternehmer, auf der anderen Seite aber immer auch McDonald’s. In unserem Falle
muss der Outsourcing-Partner dann vor allem auch Bank oder Versicherung sein. Dann ist es
richtiges “Caring” und auch richtiges „Create Value“, und da müssen wir hin. 
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Und gehen wir jetzt von der Billigversion zu derjenigen, von denen die Thought Leaders heute
immer sprachen. Und die Thought Leaders sitzen nach dem Schreiben ihres Buches immer da
und weinen darüber, was denn daraus gemacht wird. 

Das ist mit allem so. Die Bergpredigt steht auch nur irgendwo, und ausserdem sind es nur 10
Zeilen. Trotzdem werden daraus im Nachhinein ganze Inquisitionen gemacht.

Noch etwas letztes dazu: Was wollen denn die Leute sein?
Diejenigen, welche Informatik studiert haben, möchten immer
diejenigen sein, welche Linux am besten kennen und alles bis
ins letzte Detail beherrschen. Ein normaler deep specialist freut
sich, wenn er ein Problem hat. Der Mathematiker nennt es auch
gleich beim Namen und spricht davon, ein Problem zu lösen
anstatt davon, etwas Produktives zu machen. Er ist
überglücklich, wenn er ein Problem hat. Was heute im
Outsourcing meistens ist: Ich brauche 15 Leute, skill class 15,

Gruppe zwischen 90 und 100 Dollar die Stunde. So in der Art. Die Leute, also diese IT-Einheiten
welche da verkauft werden, heißen dann auch schon Human Ressources. Ich habe mich
mehrfach beschwert bei der IBM, ich wolle nicht Human Ressource sein. Da haben sie gesagt,
dass dies keine Beleidigung ist, dass man dem weltweit so sagt, dass dies nicht erfunden
worden sei, um mich zu beleidigen. Darauf habe ich gemeint: „Könnt ihr nicht doch lieber Person
zu mir sagen oder so?“ „Nein, das heisst Human Resources“. 

Mein Pladoyer ist jetzt, wirklich wieder einmal nachzudenken!

Es geht im Alltag immer um Kosten, Utilization, Druck machen,
Stress machen, Zahlen anschauen, habt ihr die Zahlen, wie ist
es geografisch verteilt, wie verkauft ihr euch, vergleicht ihr euch,
seid ihr besser als die, etc. So wird das einfach gehandelt.
Wenn wir die Vokabeln so durchsehen, dann ist dies genau das,
was im linken Hirn dauernd stattfindet. Organisation – Struktur
– Detail. Das ist das Leben. Und wenn Sie in ihrem Leben nur
immer diese Wörter benutzen, dann machen sie immer
irgendwie diese kostenreduzierte Billigversion. 

Es gibt andere Wörter, die stehen eher für die rechte Gehirnhälfte. Revolution, Pionier, Neue
Lösung und Innovation, da würde man von so etwas reden. Das steht auch nur in den Zeitungen.
Das ist aber auch nicht bestritten. Dass Leute emotionale Intelligenz haben sollen, bestreitet ja
keiner, das steht überall. Und dass man wieder über individuelle Behandlung und Liebe zum
Kunden redet, das bestreitet auch keiner. Nur wenn Sie immer auf der Kostenbremse stehen und
Innovation nicht zulassen wollen, dafür keine Zeit haben, dann reden Sie nie mehr über so etwas. 

Nun ist dies aber eben gerade das, was der Kunde haben will! Das habe ich gerade erklärt.
Caring. Er würde eben einfach zu einer normalen Krankenschwester gehen und sagen: Oh, mir
tut es weh! Verstehen Sie? Und wir hassen Ärzte, die sagen, das kostet erst mal 10 Euro. Einfach
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zu sagen: Da bemitleide ich Sie oder so etwas, das ist das
Problem. Aldi kommt übrigens in die Schweiz, und Globus steht
an der Bahnhofstrasse. Die Kunden sind plötzlich so komisch
geworden, steht jetzt auch überall in der Zeitung. Die kaufen
nicht mehr normales Zeug. Die kaufen also auch nicht mehr
Boss oder Joop, das gibt es ja bereits überall, jetzt müssen
bereits Armani und Gucci daran glauben. Oder aber sie gehen
zu Aldi und kaufen sich dort einen Anorak. Die einzelnen
Menschen organisieren sich jetzt bereits so, dass sie sagen:

Entweder nehme ich Mehl vom Aldi, für 30 Cent oder noch weniger, oder ich gehe dann gleich
in den Globus. Und dazwischen ist nichts mehr, das stirbt irgendwie weg. Es gibt nur noch Luxus
und draußen einen Supermarkt. Und die Menschen haben ein gutes Lebensgefühl dafür, dass
man mit Mehl ganz gut wohin kommt, aber wenn sie mal Freizeit haben, dann geben sie das
ganze Geld richtig aus. 

Jetzt kommt der Beweis, was an der Welt falsch ist. Ich weiß
jetzt nicht, ob das mit den Schulnoten stimmt. In Deutschland
bekommt man eine 6, wenn man sehr schlecht ist und eine 1,
wenn man sehr gut ist. Ich habe es jetzt für die Schweiz
andersherum gemacht. Wenn Sie Manager sind, dann bringe
ich Ihnen nun etwas ganz Entscheidendes bei. Ein Manager
sagt sich: Wenn ich mehr Qualität haben will, dann muss ich
härter arbeiten. Ich möchte ihnen nur sagen: Das stimmt nicht.
Und dann wollte ich einfach mal an die Zeit erinnern, wo Sie 14
Jahre alt waren. Wenn Sie damals schlecht waren in der Schule, dann war das doch Mehrarbeit.
Beim Aufsatz schreiben zum Beispiel, da sitzt man vier Stunden irgendwo herum und sagt sich,
mir fällt beim besten Willen nichts ein. Und am Ende schreiben Sie den Aufsatz am nächsten
Morgen ab. Wieviel Zeit das gekostet hat! Diejenigen welche so eine 5+ in der Schule haben,
also durchschnittlich bis gut, das sind diejenigen, die nicht arbeiten. Die einfach im Unterricht das
Hirn einschalten und danach wissen, dass 1+1=2 ist. Die armen Schweine, die schlechte Noten
haben, sind diejenigen, die so richtig hart arbeiten. Diejenigen mit der Note 4 kriegen Reviews,
Spread Sheets, Vergleiche, wer ist besser, wie ist der Schnitt, etc. Die Eltern sind unzufrieden,
haben Stress und müssen einen Nachhilfelehrer besorgen. Alles muss dauernd noch einmal
geschrieben werden, verbessert, Qualitätskontrollen müssen eingeführt werden und so weiter. 

Das ist die Lage, welche die Toyota-Mitarbeiter 1995
vorgefunden haben. Deshalb haben sie dann die Six Sigmas
und all das erfunden und haben sich schließlich gedacht, mach
alles gleich beim ersten Mal gut. Kein rework und so, alles
gleich von Anfang an richtig. Das ist die 5+ in der Schule. Für
bessere Noten, also die 6, das bedeutet dann wieder sehr viel
Arbeit. Das will ich nicht abstreiten. Aber nur normal gut, das
heißt, dass die Lehrer wie auch die Eltern zufrieden sind. Sie
machen keine Baustelle, können Bier trinken gehen und abends

bis 12 Uhr aufbleiben. Es ist alles in Ordnung. Was ich damit sagen will ist: Wenig Arbeit, viel
Freude, totales Glück, viel Freizeit – alles gut. Auf dem anderen Mode aber: Nur Unruhe, nur
Kontrollen und Reviews, sie hassen sich selber und sie haben low health system. Bereits Buddha
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hat gesagt, es gebe einen mittleren Weg. Wir nennen dies “Simply Satisfying Quality
Management”. Einfach normal gut arbeiten und dann ist alles over. Aber das machen Sie nicht.
Drücken zum Beispiel beim Outsourcing die Kosten runter, dann gehen Sie herunter auf eine 4,
und dann kommen von den Kunden automatisch die Reviews und Kontrollen. Sind sie also
unglücklich und gestresst, überarbeitet und entnervt, dann sind Sie einfach nur eine 4. Wenn es
Ihnen gut geht, sie sind glücklich und haben nicht zu viel Arbeit, dann sind sie 5+. Das ist der
Umkehrschluss.

Und nun noch ein finales Killerargument zur Innovation. Ich habe mir medizinische Bücher
angeschaut über Hirnwellen. Auf den ersten fünf Seiten sind die Hirnwellen von normal gesunden
Menschen beschrieben. Zur Illustration: Meine Schwester, die Ärztin ist, meinte, man mache am
besten mal ein Jahr Schuldienst, schaue den Menschen in die Ohren und in den Rachen. Dann
sieht man ganz viele Gesunde. Das sieht man später nie wieder, wenn man Arzt ist, verstehen
Sie? Wenn Sie als Manager zu schnell befördert werden, sehen Sie auch nie jemanden richtig
arbeiten, weil Sie nur immer die Katastrophen kriegen. Das ist wie beim Arzt. Die fixen immer nur
die Katastrophen, und das Normale sehen Sie gar nicht mehr. Deshalb ist es von Nutzen, man
arbeitet sich hoch oder schaut sich zuerst einmal die gesunden Menschen an. 

Wenn man nun gesunde Menschen unter ein EEG legt, dann
kann man bestimmte Dinge sehen. Ich gebe Ihnen nur zwei
modes: Augen offen und Augen geschlossen. Augen offen: Der
Zustand in der Mitte – das kommt etwa dem gleich, wenn der
Arzt sagt: „Zähle mal von 1000 in Schritten von 31 herunter.“
Genauso schaut ein Manager. Wenn hingegen ein Techie
nachdenkt, sieht das so aus (Blick nach oben, Hand ans Kinn
gelegt) – Augen geschlossen. Und er denkt dabei so lange
nach, bis er eine Lösung hat. Der Manager dagegen fällt hier
und jetzt einen Entscheid.

Der mittlere Zustand (Augen offen) führt dann wahrscheinlich zu
diesem Kosten-Bewachen und diesem Nutzen-Denken (was in
der linken Gehirnhälfte ist), und das andere lässt man nicht zu
im wirklichen Leben, dass einer so 10 Minuten in die Luft schaut.
Haben Sie schon einmal einen Manager so in die Luft schauen
sehen? Wahrscheinlich nicht, und ich als Techie würde jetzt
sagen; die denken wahrscheinlich nicht! Dabei möchte ich einfach
sagen, dass dies ganz einfach verschiedene Gehirnmodi sind.

Im EEG gibt es vier verschiedene Frequenzbänder: Beta-, Alpha-,
Theta- und Deltawellen. Zwei haben Sie bereits gesehen: Alpha

ist mit geschlossenen Augen, und Beta-Wellen das ist das
unterste, das Kopfrechnen. Die Beta-Wellen heissen Beta-Alert,
Alpha ist Relax, Theta ist Free Flow und Delta – das kriegen sie
nur manchmal im Schlaf oder im Komma oder so. 
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Ein Neugeborenes hat Delta-Wellen. Das haben Erwachsene nur noch bei Nahtoderfahrungen
oder manchmal im Schlaf. Wenn sie das erste Mal Mama sagen, kriegen sie die Theta-Wellen,
und das dauert bei gesunden Kindern ungefähr bis zum sechsten Lebensjahr. Von zwei bis sechs,
also vom ersten Mal „Mama sagen“ bis sie in die Schule gehen, lernen sie fast alles in ihrem
Leben. Das ganze Sprechen und alles, was ihnen vorgesetzt wird. Wenn man sie später fragt,
was sie denn erlebt hätten in diesen Jahren, dann wissen sie es nicht mehr. Aber sie haben alles
gelernt. Diesen Zustand erleben Menschen nur noch bei der Meditation. Das ist der fruchtbare
Zustand. Dann geht das Kleinkind in den Alpha-Modus, also den Zustand, welchen Erwachsene
mit geschlossenen Augen noch simulieren können, wenn sie das wollen, und mit 17 Jahren
springt das dann um in ein Erwachsenen-EEG. Warum mit 17 Jahren? In Deutschland geht es
dann um Punkte im Abitur. Oder sie sind im Beruf und schauen Spread-Sheets an und müssen
dabei immer Kopfrechnen. Nun ist die kreative Phase vorbei, und so richtig Spass macht das
Leben dann nicht mehr. Die Mutter sagt dann: Bei der IBM kann das Leben keinen Spaß machen,
denn du erhältst Geld für das, was du tust, und Geld erhalten bedeutet sich mühen und schinden,
und dann gibt es Geld. So denken die Menschen im Beta-Mode. Wenn man ein hohes Alter
erreicht, dann geht man wieder auf den Alpha-Mode zurück, und wird wieder wie 17. Wenn Sie
z.B. Kinder haben, dann treffen Alpha und Beta zusammen und prallen mit ihren
unterschiedlichen Empfindungen der gleichen Sache aufeinander. Immerfort versucht der Beta-
Mensch, den Alpha-Menschen zu korrigieren und zu einem Beta- Menschen zu erziehen. Wenn
das Kind dagegen seinen 60-jährigen Opa trifft, dann sagt das Kind Hallo, und der Opa sagt
Hallo, und dann sitzen sie zufrieden beieinander. Und es gibt keinen Streit. 

Stellen Sie sich vor, wenn Sie nun so managen könnten wie ein Großvater. Überlegen Sie sich
einmal, was Customer Care bedeutet und was Billigversion bedeutet. Das eine liegt alles hetzend
waagerecht in der Luft und liefert und liefert und misst immerzu nach. Und was der Kunde
eigentlich will ist, dass so ein Versicherungsvertreter oder einer von IBM zu ihm nach Hause
kommt und zuerst einmal einen Cognac trinkt. Und dann können sie in Ruhe darüber reden, was
denn das Problem ist. So wäre das im Alpha-Mode. Auch hier würde man irgendwann zum Stift
greifen und eine Unterschrift setzen, dies wiederum im Beta-Mode. Aber im Beta-Mode würde
man erst gar nicht richtig zuhören, sondern bereits nach 2 Minuten nach einer Unterschrift
lechzen. Wir wollen ja kaufen. Aber der Vertreter soll sich doch erst einmal eine Minute hinsetzen
und einen Kaffee trinken. Zwischendurch möchte man doch einfach einmal das Problem
loswerden, wie bei einer Krankenschwester. Das eine beschriebene Szenario ist im Gehirnmode
Beta, das andere im Gehirnmode Alpha, das eine ist Pressing, das andere ist Customer Relation.
Was die Sache höchstwahrscheinlich so schwierig macht, ist, dass Kunde und Vertreter in
verschiedenen Gehirnmodes sind. Und die verstehen sich nicht immer. Und wenn man beim
Kunden anstelle von Customer Relationship ein Pressing macht, dann kommt das beim Kunden
nicht an. Wir müssen auch im Geschäftsleben einfach wieder etwas Zeit füreinander haben, dann
stimmt die Wellenlänge wieder, wie der Volksmund richtig sagt. Im reinen Beta-Mode können sie
nicht mehr zuhören. Ein Manager kann so einem Mitarbeiter nicht mehr zuhören, wenn dieser in
Nöten ist. Und in diesem Modus kriegen Sie auch keine Innovation zustande, keine Idee, rein gar
nichts. 
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Noch ein letztes Beispiel. Da sitzt ein Computer-Architekt nachts um zwei am Computer und um
sechs am nächsten Morgen ist Kundenabnahme. Und es ist noch ein dicker Fehler im Programm,
und fieberhaft tippt er. Dann kommt ein Manager herein und fragt, ob er ungefähr abschätzen
könne, wann er den Fehler gefunden haben wird. Wenn Sie bereits einmal programmiert haben,
dann wissen Sie, dass man in so einem Fall in einem reinen Theta-Mode ist, das ist wie
meditieren. Und wenn in diesem Zustand einer mit Geschäften kommt, dann gibt das einen so
harten Anschlag im Körper, dass sie so etwas wie Mordlust verspüren. Dies geschieht im
Geschäftsleben immer wieder. Und was eigentlich passiert ist, dass Leute, welche über
Innovation, Kundenliebe und Zuneigung nachdenken von der Art sind, die auf der rechten
(Gehirn-) Seite steht. Wenn also die Techies zusammen vor dem Kaffeeautomaten sitzen und
diskutieren und plötzlich ein Manager meint: „Bitte, darf ich mal unterbrechen, ich würde gerne
mal drei action points einbringen?“, dann schalten alle Techies
auf die andere Gehirnhälfte um, und das ist eine Katastrophe.
Und dies müssen wir in Zukunft ändern und das ganze wieder
zusammenbringen. Und sehen Sie, heute ist so ein Tag, um dies
zu tun. Heute können wir alle mal einfach Alpha sein. Es wurde
mal gesagt: Alpha-Tage sind bei Managern, wenn sie alle
Handys ausschalten und keine Ablenkung haben. Und Sie
sollten vielleicht nicht nur einen solchen Tag, sondern ein paar
solche Tage im Jahr haben und einfach einmal darüber
nachdenken … 

Danke!
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